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ABSTRACT
Cognitive Appraisal of Perceived Threat of Diabetes and Adherence to Self-Management
Behaviors
Roger D. Carpenter
Background: Within adherence research, health beliefs have been identified as being
significant predictors of adherence. Specifically, perceived threat as a health belief has
received considerable attention. However, a gap in current knowledge exists in terms of
understanding perceived threat of illness as an event that is appraised by the patient.
Aim: The purpose of this exploratory, descriptive study was to examine cognitive
appraisal of perceived threat of illness in relation to adherence to self-management
behaviors in uninsured/under-insured persons with type 2 diabetes.
Method: A convenience sample consisted of 80 subjects being treated for type 2
diabetes mellitus at a free clinic in West Virginia between January 2008 and May 2008
meeting the following inclusion criteria: 1) age > 18 years, 2) diagnosis of type 2
diabetes, 3) the ability to read, write, or understand English, and 4) uninsured/underinsured and receiving care at a free clinic. Subjects were administered the Summary of
Diabetes Self Care Activities and the Cognitive Appraisal of Health Scale.
Results: Characteristics of the study sample included a mean age of 50.4 years (range 23
to 64 years), with 27.4 % men and 72.4% women. The majority of subjects were white
(94.7%), had diabetes for less than 10 years (82.9%), and reported having one to two comorbidities. The sample followed recommendations for taking prescribed oral
medications an average of 6.6 days/week, for general diet an average of 4.1 days/week,
for specific diet 3.7 days/week, and for exercise an average of 2.9 days/week. The mean

HbA1c = 7.56. HbA1c levels of 7% or greater were found in 49.4% of the subjects.
Several significant relationships were found between cognitive appraisal variables and
self-management variables. Persons with diabetes in this study perceived their diabetes
as more of a challenge than as threatening or causing harm or loss. Cognitive appraisal
did predict variance in adherence to diet and HbA1c level. Cognitive appraisal did not
predict adherence to oral medication taking or exercise recommendations.
Conclusion: The persons with diabetes receiving care at the free clinic from this study
did not differ in their levels of adherence to self-management behaviors from other types
of patients reported in the literature. This study highlights the need for more research
exploring the issues that persons with diabetes have with adherence to self-management
behaviors, especially diet and exercise recommendations.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Diabetes mellitus is one of the major causes of disease morbidity and mortality in
the United States and throughout the world. It is estimated that nearly 20.8 million
people have diabetes in the United States, with 1.5 million new cases diagnosed in people
20 years or older in 2005 (Centers for Disease Control, 2005). It is the leading cause of
cardiovascular disease, stroke, blindness, kidney disease, and lower-limb amputations in
the United States. In 2005, the Centers for Disease Control estimated that diabetes cost
the United States $132 billion in both direct and indirect medical costs (Centers for
Disease Control, 2005).
Diabetes mellitus and its associated complications accounts for a significant
proportion of the chronic care provided by health care providers. A significant clinical
problem encountered by health care providers in the care of individuals with diabetes
mellitus is adherence to the prescribed medical treatment regimen (Beckles, et al., 1998;
Donnan, MacDonald, & Morris, 2002). Research has demonstrated that tight glycemic
control can significantly reduce complications associated with diabetes (UKPDS, 1998a;
UKPDS, 1998b). However, management of diabetes and tight glycemic control is
complex, involving many factors such as diet, exercise, medication, access to care, and
health beliefs. Additionally, since the management of diabetes is mostly done by patients
and families, self-management has become the mainstay of diabetes care. However, selfmanagement is complicated by issues related to patient adherence to treatment regimens.
Diabetes is a significant problem for the uninsured. Data collected from the 2000
Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) revealed that among persons with
diabetes under age 65 years, 11% were uninsured (Nelson, Chapko, Reiber, & Boyko,
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2005). Data collected from the third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
(NHANES III) suggest that 7% of adults with diabetes under age 65 years of age are
uninsured (Harris, 1999). Uninsured adults with diabetes are predominantly minority and
low income and receive fewer preventive services than those with health insurance
(Nelson et al., 2005: Ayanian, Weissman, Schneider, Ginsburg, & Zaslavsky, 2000).
A significant body of research has focused on problems with treatment adherence
being attributed to health beliefs (Horne & Weinman, 1998). Within the broader agenda
of adherence research, health beliefs have been identified as being significant predictors
of adherence. Specifically, perceived threat as a health belief has received considerable
attention in adherence research from many perspectives in multiple patient populations
(Carpenter, 2005). However, a gap in current knowledge exists in terms of understanding
perceived threat of illness as an event that is appraised by the patient.
Aims
The purpose of this exploratory, descriptive study was to examine cognitive
appraisal of perceived threat of diabetes in relation to adherence to recommended selfmanagement behaviors in uninsured persons with type 2 diabetes. The research question
asked was “What is the relationship between cognitive appraisal of perceived threat of
diabetes and adherence to recommended self-management behaviors of uninsured
persons with diabetes?” Specifically, the aims of this study were:
1. To describe the cognitive appraisal of perceived threat of diabetes in uninsured
persons with diabetes.
2. To describe the levels of diabetes self-management behaviors, including diet, exercise,
and medication taking in uninsured persons with diabetes.
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3. To describe levels of hemoglobin A1c in uninsured persons with diabetes.
4. To analyze the relationship between the cognitive appraisal of perceived threat of
diabetes and self-management behaviors of diet, exercise, and medication taking in
uninsured persons with diabetes.
5. To analyze the relationship between cognitive appraisal of perceived threat of diabetes
and hemoglobin A1c levels, controlling for the self-management behaviors of diet,
exercise, and medication taking in uninsured persons with diabetes.
Significance
There are several reasons for studying cognitive appraisal of perceived threat of
diabetes in relation to adherence to recommended self-management behaviors in
uninsured persons with diabetes. First, persons with diabetes have issues with adherence
to recommended self-management behaviors. Secondly, the issue of access to health care
and the ability to pay for care has direct impact on adherence. And finally, health beliefs
related to perceived threat of illness have been identified as being significant predictors
of adherence.
Treatment Adherence and Persons with Diabetes
The complexity of diabetes, its management, and the need for the patient to
practice self-management makes adherence to diabetes treatment challenging and often
difficult to achieve. The nature of diabetes requires that it be managed continuously
throughout the course of daily life activities. The disease does not provide periods of
remission where one can have reprieve from managing the disease. Additionally, the
treatment plans for diabetes management are complex, involving multiple factors and
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treatment modalities, including diet, exercise, blood glucose monitoring, medications,
education, and follow up and preventive care.
Adherence issues related to treatment regimen in the management of diabetes
have been well documented. One out of five Americans with diabetes does not practice
any self-monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG), about three out of four have never heard
of hemoglobin A1C (HbA1C), and 25% either make no annual visit to a health care
provider for diabetes care, or visit but are unaware why (Beckles et al., 1998).
Adherence with medications has been documented to be problematic with persons with
diabetes. Only one third of patients with type 2 diabetes obtain enough prescription
drugs to enable them to take their medication 90% of the time (Donnan et al., 2002).
Adherence to treatment regimen in diabetes is important for several reasons.
First, adherence to the treatment regimen can help prevent complications of diabetes.
Second, adherence is necessary for clinicians to be able to evaluate the effectiveness of
therapeutic regimens. And finally, non-adherence is expensive in terms of financial
burden to health care systems and society.
Uninsured Status and Diabetes
The association between being uninsured and having adverse clinical
consequences is well documented. Long-term uninsured adults report greater unmet
health needs when compared with insured adults, including not being able to see a
physician and receiving routine check ups (Ayanian et al., 2000). Lack of insurance is a
major barrier to obtaining health care for important medical conditions. The uninsured
are less likely to receive medical care, and are more likely to say they do not receive care
even though they feel it is needed (Baker, Shapiro, & Schur, 2000).
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Perceived Threat and Adherence
Patients have multiple reasons based on their health beliefs for why they
consciously or unconsciously choose to adhere to medical advice. The health belief of
perceived threat of illness has been studied extensively in the domain of adherence
research. Falling within the context of health beliefs serving as predictors of adherence,
perceived threat of illness has been identified as a significant factor that influences
decisions made by patients in relation to treatment adherence. However, there are
limitations in the existing body of research related to perceived threat of illness and its
effects on treatment adherence. Although a vast number of studies have explored this
concept, limited studies measure perceived threat of illness as a cognitive appraisal
(Carpenter, 2005).
Perceived threat has been cited mostly in studies that focus on health beliefs or
utilize a stress and coping paradigm. Within these studies, perceived threat is typically
measured with instruments designed to assess an individual’s cognitive appraisal of a
stressful situation (Carpenter, 2005). However, studies often suggest that the individual
makes an “on-off” or “yes-no” rational decision whether to adhere with treatment, based
on the risks and benefits of that decision. However, the cognitive appraisal processes are
much more complex. Cognitive appraisal is a reaction in which an individual evaluates
an event in terms of how it affects well-being. Additionally, cognitive appraisal is
influenced by antecedent conditions, including: (a) person variables, such as values,
commitments, goals, and general beliefs, and (b) environmental variables, such as
demands, resources, constraints, and temporal aspects (Lazarus & Folkman, 1987).
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The concept of cognitive appraisal has significance to adherence research. Being
the central construct from the transactional model of stress and coping, the assumption
that cognitive appraisal processes are involved in how an individual reactions to the
environment is widely accepted (Croyle, 1992). Appraisal processes generate emotions,
which in turn, influence coping mechanisms (Folkman & Lazarus, 1988; Smith &
Lazarus, 1993). Therefore, the relationship between cognitive appraisal and adherence
needs to be explored. Responses to perceived threat of illness are influenced by how the
demands of a situation are appraised. Following this line of thinking, it should be
possible to explore adherence in terms of the appraisal of illness and the decisions made
by patients when confronted with the threat of illness.
Model of Investigation
The theoretical model of investigation used to guide this study was the StressSequence Response model (Elliot & Eisdorfer, 1982). Many models have been proposed
for the study of a stressor such as diabetes mellitus. However, most models focus on the
reaction to a stressor, or an individual’s stress response. The theoretical model used to
guide this study is the Stress-Response Sequence (SRS) model (Figure 1). This model
was described in the introduction to a report commissioned by the Institute of Medicine
on the effects of stress on human health. This model goes beyond the stressor and the
response to include mediators and consequences.
This model divides the stress response into four interrelated components:
stressors, reactions, consequences, and mediators. Broadly defined, stressors are
activators of the sequence, and can include internal or external events or conditions that
change an individual’s present state. In this study, the stressor under investigation is the
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threat of diabetes. Reactions are the biological or psychological responses an individual
has to the stressor. In this study, reactions are considered to include the cognitive
appraisal of the threat of diabetes. Consequences are the sequelae to the reactions, and
can be biological, psychological, or sociological. In this study, consequences are the selfmanagement behaviors of diet, exercise, and medication taking. Mediators are personal
or environmental variables that account for the wide range of responses different
individuals have in response to the same stressor. Mediators under investigation in this
study are age, time since diagnosis, gender, co-morbidities, and education.
This model was developed for use by healthcare professionals to describe, predict,
or control biological and psychological stressors for many patient populations. The
model is generic enough to fit a large number of patient populations and environmental
and situational contexts. In applying the model to clinical practice, internal and external
events or stressors lead to reactions that can be mediated by many unique personal or
situational factors. The results are positive or negative consequences of the reactions.
The model allows healthcare professionals to identify mediators or points of interventions
at many points within the sequence as a basis for directing practice.
The most frequently cited use of this model has been in the study of stress in
pediatric oncology nurses by Hinds and colleagues (Hinds, et al., 1990; Hinds, et al,
1994; Hinds, Quargnenti, Hickey, & Mangum, 1994; Hinds et al., 1998; Olson et al.,
1998; Hinds et al., 2003). Previous studies using the SRS model to predict role
consequences in pediatric oncology nurses have found no significant relationships
between the components of the SRS model (Hinds et al., 1998). A revised SRS model
was proposed, adding a role-related meaning scale to the reactions component of the
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model. Again, the components of the model did not predict roles consequences in
pediatric oncology nurses (Hinds et al., 2003).
Other investigations have used the SRS model as the conceptual basis for the
study. The SRS model was used in a study exploring the relationships among stressful
life experience, mood, T-cell counts, and genital herpes simplex (HSV) recurrence.
Results supported a model linking depressive mood, CD8+cell, and HSV recurrence, thus
supporting the theoretical relationship between the concepts of the model (Kemeny,
Cohen, Zegans, & Conant, 1989). Additionally, the SRS model served as the conceptual
basis for a study of psychological distress and milk volume in lactating mothers (Hill,
Aldag, Chatterton, & Zinaman, 2005). This study explored the relationships between
childbirth (stressor), physical or psychological reactions to childbirth, primary and
secondary mediators, and maternal milk volume (consequences).
The SRS model has also been adapted for specific research. Kenney (2000) used
an adapted version of the SRS model to study the effect of relationships among women’s
stressors, personality traits (mediators), and health problems (consequences). The
adapted model viewed health as “inner balance”, which was determined by the
relationships between stressors, mediators, and consequences, thus supporting the
theoretical relationship between the concepts of stressors, mediators, and consequences.
Understanding the effects of appraisal of perceived threat of illness on selfmanagement behaviors in diabetic patients seeking care in a free clinic may help explain
the reasons why patients have difficulty with self-management of their diabetes including
diet, exercise, and medication taking. In addition to gaining knowledge about how
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Figure 1. Stress response sequence model

Framework for Interaction Between
the Individual and the Environment
________________________________________________
Mediators
(Demographics)

Reactions
(Cognitive
Appraisal)

Stressors

Consequences

(Diabetes, Perceived
Threat)

(Adherence)

Adapted from “Stress and Human Health: Analysis and Implications of Research.” By G.
Elliot and C. Eisdorfer, 1982. New York: Springer Publishing Company. Author
permission granted, October 22, 2007.
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patients cognitively appraise the threat of diabetes, measuring both primary and
secondary appraisals may also provide opportunities to screen for those at risk for nonadherence by identifying inaccurate primary appraisals (for example, underestimating the
threat of an illness or behavior) and secondary appraisals that may be suboptimal (for
example, ineffective coping resources, such as denial, in response to primary appraisal of
threat of illness).
Although much has been learned about predictors and factors related to nonadherence, a significant amount of ambiguity and gaps in knowledge exist in this large
body of research. Health care providers need to know more about the reasons underlying
patient decision making in regard to treatment advice. Identifying reasons why patients
do not adhere to treatment regimens is one of the major goals of diabetes care.
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The purpose of this exploratory, descriptive study was to examine cognitive
appraisal of perceived threat of diabetes in relation to adherence to self-management
behaviors in uninsured persons with type 2 diabetes. This chapter will review the
literature related to the cognitive appraisal of perceived threat of diabetes mellitus as
related to adherence. The review will be structured in accordance with the theoretical
model of investigation used to guide this study – the Stress-Sequence Response model
(Elliot & Eisdorfer, 1982). Following this model, the review will describe the literature
supporting diabetes mellitus as a stressor, cognitive appraisal as a reaction, and adherence
as a consequence.
Diabetes as a Stressor
There are multiple stressors that occur across the life span of the person with type
1 or type 2 diabetes mellitus. Holmes (1986) describes the life span of the person with
diabetes in three phases: (a) First phase: the year after diagnosis which is characterized
by emotional upset due to the diagnosis of diabetes, (b) Mid phase: a phase of relative
well being and functioning that usually lasts several years, and occasionally, several
decades, and (c) Third phase: the time when the person needs to make allowances for one
or more permanent physical complications. Multiple stressors including the threat on life
expectancy, acute and chronic complications, and the demands of self-management of
diabetes occur in all phases of this disease.
Mortality
Mortality rates for persons with insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) are
five to seven times that of the general population for males, and nine to twelve times that
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for females. Life expectancy is reduced by 15 years, with the majority of deaths
occurring in middle and late adulthood. Cause of death changes with longer duration of
IDDM. Early after diagnosis, acute coma is the leading cause of death, followed by renal
disease in the middle years, and cardiovascular disease after 30 years of IDDM. The
strongest predictor of survival is IDDM patients is metabolic control (Harris, 1995).
Life expectancy for middle-aged persons with non-insulin-dependent diabetes
(NIDDM) is reduced by five to ten years. However, the mortality impact of NIDDM has
been greatly underestimated, with cause of death being attributed to complications of
diabetes as opposed to the primary disease. The four leading causes of death in persons
with NIDDM are heart disease (approximately 50%), diabetes (13%), malignant
neoplasms (13%), and cerebrovascular disease (10%). Reduced life expectancy is greater
for diabetic women than men, and for those with complications of diabetes (Harris,
1995).
Complications
The complications associated with diabetes mellitus are numerous, and range
from acute life-threatening, to chronic-disabling. These complications and the threat of
these complications can place significant stress on the patient with this disease. Major
classifications of diabetes-associated complications include disability, acute metabolic
complications, vision disorders, neuropathy, kidney diseases, peripheral vascular disease,
lower extremity foot ulcers and amputations, heart disease, stroke, digestive diseases,
infections, oral complications, and psychosocial complications.
Disability affects a large number of persons with diabetes. Persons with diabetes
report disabilities such as activity limitations, being unable to carry on their major
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activity, and restricted activity days at a rate of two to three times higher than persons
without diabetes. The greatest impact affects the person’s ability to work and remain
employed. Additionally, persons with diabetes report lower self-reported health status
(Harris, 1995).
The acute complications of diabetes include diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA),
hyperosmolar nonketotic coma (HNC), lactic acidosis, and hypoglycemia. These
complications require immediate medical intervention, usually involve hospitalization,
and are life-threatening. Mortality rates range from 9% to 14% for DKA, and 10% to
50% for HNC (Harris, 1995).
The majority of complications from diabetes are long-term in nature. Vision
disorders include diabetic retinopathy, which is the leading cause of new cases of
blindness in the United States. Neuropathy is very common in both forms of diabetes,
and affects anywhere from 30% to 70% of all patents with diabetes. Kidney diseases
include end-stage renal disease, with persons with diabetes being the fastest growing
group of renal dialysis and transplant recipients. Peripheral vascular disease and the
associated lower extremity foot ulcers and lower limb amputations continue to be an
increasing problem for the person with diabetes. Diabetes is responsible for more than
half of all non-traumatic lower limb amputations in the United States. Heart disease and
stroke are major problems for the persons with diabetes, and both appear much earlier in
life than in non-diabetics. The reporting of digestive diseases, including ulcers,
diverticulitis, symptoms of irritable bowel, and gall stones is much more common in the
person with diabetes than in the general population. Infections, including asymptomatic
bacteriuria, lower extremity infections, infections in surgical wounds, and group B
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streptococcal infections are more common in persons with diabetes. Psychosocial
complications, such as depression, are common with research suggesting associations
between depression and severity of diabetes (Harris, 1995).
Self-management of Diabetes as a Stressor
The management of diabetes takes place primarily in the setting of an individual’s
daily life, thus making self-management a major emphasis in diabetes care. The selfmanagement of diabetes presents many stressors to the person with diabetes. The
treatment of diabetes is complex, involving medications, monitoring activities, and
significant life style modifications. Within the diabetes literature, the terms self-care and
self-management are often used interchangeably. Self care has been described as the
daily regimen tasks an individual performs to manage diabetes and to promote or restore
health with support of health care professionals (Weinger, Butler, Welch, La Greca,
2005). It has also been proposed that the responsibility for self care rests on three
characteristics: (a) the patient makes the important choices about their lifestyle behaviors,
(b) the patient is in control of their diabetes self-management, and (c) the patient
experiences the consequences of their choices related to self care (Anderson & Funnell,
2000). For purposes of this study, the term self-management will be used. Self
management has been defined as including: (a) knowledge of the importance of selfmanagement, (b) instructions in lifestyle behaviors including diet, exercise, medication
management, self-monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG), and complication identification
and prevention, and (c) the development of coping skills (Norris, Engelgau, & Narayan,
2001; Norris, Lau, Smith, Schmid, & Engelgau, 2002).
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Stress related to having diabetes is common due to the burdensome and nonending demands of self-management. In a study of 815 primary care clinic adult patients
with type 2 diabetes, important determinants of diabetes-related emotional distress were
burden of self-care, perceived need to adhere to diet, exercise and medications, and level
of hemoglobin A1c. Additionally, levels of emotional distress were significantly higher
for insulin-treated compared with oral medication and diet treated patients (Delahanty et
al., 2007).
In a study of 451 female patients with type 1 and type 2 diabetes mellitus,
diabetes-related emotional distress was reported in over half the sample, with serious
concerns about the possible development of long-term complications, and feelings of
guilt and anxiety regarding poor adherence to diabetes treatment regimen. Additionally,
diabetes-related emotional distress was found to be a unique contributor to adherence to
self-care behaviors after adjusting for age, duration of diabetes, and general emotional
distress (Polonsky et al., 1995).
Integrating the lifestyle changes required to manage diabetes into an existing
lifestyle has been described as challenging. In a study exploring the lived experience of
integrating type 2 diabetes mellitus treatment recommendations, maintaining balance
between structure and flexibility, fear and hope, conflict and acceptance, and diabetes and
life were significant challenges identified by diabetics (Whittemore, Chase, Mandle, &
Roy, 2002). In a study of adult patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus, challenges to selfmanagement were described in terms of barriers. These barriers included lack of specific
knowledge about diet and lack of understanding of the plan of care. Additionally,
subjects experienced helplessness and frustration from lack of glycemic control and
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continued disease progression despite adherence to a complex treatment plan (Nagelkerk,
Reick, & Meengs, 2006).
Management of diabetes needs to be integrated into the daily lives of those with
diabetes, and this presents many challenges including emotional distress, overwhelming
treatment burden, and difficulties in balancing life with diabetes management. As noted
in a report from the Diabetes Initiative of The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (Fisher
et al., 2007), self-management alone does not equip the person with diabetes to
autonomously manage their diabetes. Research shows that self-management is dependent
on on-going follow-up and reinforcement for the rest of a person’s life.
Insurance Status as a Stressor
The association between being uninsured and adverse clinical consequences is
well documented. Long-term uninsured adults report greater unmet health needs when
compared with insured adults, including not being able to see a physician and receiving
routine check ups (Ayanian et al., 2000). Lack of insurance is a major barrier to
obtaining health care for important medical conditions. The uninsured are less likely to
receive medical care, and are more likely to say they do not receive care even though
they feel it is needed (Baker et al., 2000). Insurance status is a serious problem for many
persons with diabetes. Data collected from the 2000 Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance
System (BRFSS) revealed that among diabetic persons under age 65 years, 11% were
uninsured (Nelson et al., 2005).
With the emphasis on self-management of diabetes in the home environment,
insurance status is not only a significant problem for persons with diabetes, but also a
significant stressor. Uninsured adults with diabetes are predominantly minority and low
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income. Compared with adults under age 65 with private insurance, the uninsured person
with diabetes under age 65 years was less likely to have received the preventative
services of dilated eye exams, foot exams, and HbA1c testing. Additionally, uninsured
persons with diabetes report the lowest rates of daily home blood glucose monitoring, and
participation in diabetes education classes (Beckles et al., 1998: Ayanian et al., 2000;
Nelson et al., 2005). The poor with diabetes (uninsured or under-insured) have worse
glycemic control, lower adherence rates to self-management activities, and more
knowledge deficits related to self-management and adherence (Tu & Morrison, 1996).
For many individuals with diabetes, the stressors associated with the disease are
constant and significantly impact daily life. However, not everyone perceives the
stressors of diabetes in the same way or with the same significance. How an individual
perceives the threat of these stressors has been identified as a significant factor in
adherence to treatment regimen.
Cognitive Appraisal as a Reaction
Perceived Threat
Historically, the literature has examined adherence as a solitary construct.
However, according to Dunbar-Jacobs and Schlenk (2001), poor adherence can take on
multiple forms and patterns, and it is therefore likely that predictors of adherence might
vary among these multiple forms. A significant body of research has focused on
problems with treatment adherence being attributed to intentional decision or motivation
issues on the part of the patient. Research has suggested that multiple factors influence
the decisions made by patients in relation to treatment adherence. Of particular interest is
the concept of perceived threat of illness. Based on a review of the literature, the concept
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of perceived threat has been defined as the anticipation of harm based on the cognitive
appraisal of an event or cue that is capable of eliciting an individual’s stress response
(Carpenter, 2005). Falling within the context of health beliefs serving as predictors of
adherence, perceived threat of illness is one of many factors that influence decisions
made by patients in relation to treatment adherence.
The concept of perceived threat of illness has been studied extensively in the
domain of compliance and adherence research. Perceived threat has been cited mostly in
studies that focus on health beliefs or utilize a stress and coping paradigm. Within these
studies, perceived threat is typically measured with instruments designed to assess an
individual’s appraisal of a stressful situation.
The vast majority of research and measurement of the concept of perceived threat
has utilized the health belief model (HBM). According to the HBM (Rosenstock,
Strecher, & Becker, 1988), health behavior is a function of an individual’s personal
beliefs about the perceived threat of disease and an appraisal of the risks/benefits of the
recommended course of action. These beliefs are influenced by many factors, including
how an individual appraises a situation. Evidence suggests that the cognitive components
specified in the HBM may be predictors of adherence in some situations (Horne &
Weinman, 1998). Within these HBM studies, perceived threat is typically measured as a
uni-dimensional concept. Most HBM studies suggest that the individual makes an “onoff” rational decision whether to comply with treatment, based on a cost-benefit analysis
of the risks and benefits of that decision. However, many factors may influence an
individual’s health beliefs regarding their state of health. Therefore, greater exploration
of the cognitive processes surrounding the concept of perceived threat is warranted.
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Perceived threat has also been investigated and measured in the field of cognitive
psychology. The most commonly cited model of investigation within the cognitive
psychology literature is the transactional model of stress and coping as presented by
Lazarus and Folkman (1984). Within this model, perceived threat is measured with tools
that assess the cognitive appraisal of a threatening situation.
Cognitive Appraisal
Cognitive appraisal refers to the process that an individual uses to constantly
evaluate what is happening to them from the standpoint of its significance for their well
being (Lazarus & Folkman, 1987). There are two major forms of appraisal: (a) primary
appraisal, and (b) secondary appraisal.
In primary appraisal, the individual evaluates a specific transaction (or event) with
respect to well-being. The individual decides if the event is irrelevant (no significance
for well-being), benign-positive (does not tax or exceed personal resources and signals
only positive consequences), or stressful. Stressful appraisals include harm, threat, and
challenge. Primary appraisal is shaped by an array of personal and situational factors,
such as personal beliefs and commitments.
Secondary appraisal involves the evaluation of coping resources and options, and
addresses the question of “What can I do?” Answering this question becomes very
important when there is a primary appraisal of harm, threat, or challenge. Potential
coping resources include physical (such as an individual’s health, energy, and stamina),
social (an individual’s social network and support systems), psychological (beliefs to
sustain hope, skills for problem solving, self-esteem, and morale), and material assets
(money, tools, and equipment) (Folkman, 1984).
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Cognitive Appraisal and Illness
Tools have been developed that measure cognitive appraisal of an illness
situation, or capture the meaning of an illness situation in terms of cognitions. These
tools have been used in studies examining chronically ill or terminally ill individuals.
The Meaning of Illness Questionnaire (MIQ) was designed to quantify the degree
to which individuals apply a mix of appraisals to life circumstances (Browne et al.,
1988). This tool also captures appraisals of an individual’s coping resources used in an
effort to manage life circumstances in a manner congruent with their beliefs about
preferred behaviors. Specifically, subjects are asked about their coping energy and
satisfaction with outlook and behavior under the stressful circumstance. The MIQ
contains 33-items. Each item is rated on 3-point or 7-point scales ranging from “no” or
“not at all” to “a great deal”. Primary appraisal items address harm, threat, and
challenge; secondary appraisal items address expectancy and controllability. Two other
open-ended questions concern a person’s previous and current life beliefs and
commitments. Preliminary and additional support for content, criterion, and construct
validity has been described. The tool is not meant to give a total meaning score, but rather
is meant to be used for the separate subscales. Therefore, tests of internal consistency are
not applicable since each subscale is designed to elicit a discrete meaning an individual
may give to illness. However, test-retest reliability kappas ranged from .45 and 1.00, with
the majority falling between .60 and .77 (Brown et al., 1988). Validity testing using
principal component factor analysis produced five factors that support conceptual internal
consistency of the MIQ. Inter-item correlations of these factors were low, ranging from
.04 to .46, indicating independence of factors and offering support for construct validity.
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Content validity testing of the factor structure of the questionnaire supports the
theoretical assumptions underlying the instrument (Brown et al., 1988).
The MIQ has been used in a variety of studies examining appraisal components
during an experience with illness. Most researchers utilize only part of the MIQ.
Examples of use of the MIQ include studies exploring outcome predictors in cardiac
patients (Dunbar, Jenkins, Hawthorne, & Porter, 1996; Dunbar et al., 1999), sexual
behavior in HIV positive women (Bova & Durante, 2003), illness appraisal in older
women (Nesbitt & Heidrich, 2000), psychological adjustment of critically injured
patients (Grossman et al., 2000), and adherence in diabetics (Ford, Havstad, Brooks, &
Tilley, 2002). Alpha coefficients for the MIQ subscales are reported to range from .59 to
.90 in these studies.
The Appraisal of Illness Scale (Oberst, Hughes, Chang, & McCubbin, 1991) was
designed to measure stress appraisal in chronic illness. Initially used in studies
conceptually guided by a cognitive appraisal model of stress and coping, this 27-item
scale taps elements of four types of stressful appraisals of the illness situation: threat,
loss, financial strain, and overall stressfulness. The intensity of each item is measured by
a 5-point Likert-type scale, with response choices ranging from “very false” to “very
true”. Higher scores indicate more stressful appraisals. Internal consistency and
construct validity have been reported. Researchers using this tool have reported internal
consistency coefficients ranging from .86 to .95. Factor analysis of this scale yielded
four factors accounting for 65% of the total variance: threat, loss, financial strain, and
general stressfulness (Oberst et al., 1991). Reading level of the instrument was assessed
at the fourth grade level (Northouse et al., 2002).
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Appraisal of Illness Scale has been used in the study of stress appraisals in cancer
patients (Munkres, Oberst, & Hughes, 1992; Oberst et al., 1991), outcomes in chronic
pain patients (Pellino & Oberst, 1992), and quality of life in breast cancer patients
(Northouse et al., 1999; Northouse et al., 2002; Northouse, Kershaw, Mood, &
Schafenacker, 2005). However, the AIS has had limited use in research, and limited
reporting of psychometric data.
The Cognitive Appraisal of Health Scale (CAHS) (Kessler, 1998) was designed to
measure the dimensions of primary and secondary appraisal associated with healthrelated events. The primary appraisal scales include items that measure threat, harm/loss,
challenge, and benign/irrelevant appraisals. The secondary appraisal scales include items
measuring coping options and resources. Based on the transactional model of stress and
coping, the premise of this instrument is that an individual could appraise a potentially
stressful event in multiple ways. It was also designed with the knowledge that few
researchers have measured both primary and secondary appraisal at the same time.
Initial support for reliability and validity testing for this instrument was gathered in a
study of 201 women with breast cancer. A factor analysis of the 28 items produced a
four-factor solution that explained 60% of the total variance and represented the primary
appraisal dimension. Correlations between primary and secondary appraisals were
consistent with theoretical predictions (p < .01) as described by Lazarus and Folkman
(1984). Internal consistency estimates of the primary appraisal scales were all greater
than .70.
Additional psychometric testing using confirmatory factor analysis produced a
three-factor model that accounted for 55.48% of the variance and represented three of the
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four original primary appraisal dimensions (Ahmad, 2005). The three factors kept in this
model were threat, harm/loss, and challenge. This reduced the instrument to a 13 item
instrument. Internal consistency for the total scale produced a Cronbach’s alpha of .70.
Internal validity was confirmed by principal factor analysis. Construct validity was
confirmed through structural equation modeling.
The majority of research studies measuring appraisal of perceived threat have
been predominantly HBM studies, using an item or a subscale that measures threat as
perceived susceptibility or vulnerability. These scales are typically designed by the
individual researcher and tailored to address the specific population and phenomenon
being studied (Carpenter, 2005). Within this method of measurement, perceived threat is
typically measured as a uni-dimensional construct, with scales measuring varying degrees
of perceived threat. Because of the variability and inconsistency in the appraisal scales
within HBM research, results of studies range from significant, suggestive, to not
supported, depending on the research and elements studied within the model (Carpenter,
2005).
Cognitive Appraisal and Adherence
When an individual encounters a situation that is appraised as harmful, beneficial,
or stressful, the situation is appraised in terms of relevance to personal goals and the well
being of the individual. Understanding how an individual appraises potentially stressful
events is important when facing the stressor of diabetes diagnosis, treatment, and selfmanagement.
However, cognitive appraisal has not been well studied (Kessler, 1998). The
measurement of cognitive appraisal is a relatively new area of study, and most appraisal
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scales have been developed within the last 15 years (Ahmad, 2005). Measures of
cognitive appraisal of perceived threat have been applied to research investigating the
coping resources and appraisal of stressors in individuals experiencing chronic illness;
however, most studies have utilized a measure of cognitive appraisal that is researcher
constructed specifically for the study, and does not measure cognitive appraisal as
theoretically described (Carpenter, 2005).
Four studies were found that explored cognitive appraisal and adherence.
However, three of these studies used a researcher-constructed tool to capture a dimension
of appraisal that was uni-dimensional, or have used only selected items or subscales of
larger tools intended to measure both primary and secondary appraisal components. By
far, most studies have measured primary appraisal, with little to no recognition of
secondary appraisal.
In a study exploring perceptions about diabetes among African Americans and
white Americans with diabetes, Ford et. al. (2002) used three subscales of the Meaning of
Illness Questionnaire (MIQ) to measure appraisal of impact, loss, and stress associated
with having diabetes. With a limited sample size (N = 45), findings indicated that
African Americans had a greater sense of loss associated with diabetes than whites
(p < .05), concluding that perceptions of diabetes may vary by race. Although this study
measured appraisal, it only measured primary appraisal.
In a study examining the appraisal of diabetes health risks and adherence in an
ethnic minority sample of 74 adolescent patients with type 1 diabetes, HBM scales
measuring perceived severity and susceptibility to diabetic complications were used to
assess appraisal of threat of diabetes (Patino, Sanchez, Eidson, & Delamater, 2005).
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Results indicated that consistent with prior studies, the appraisal of risk was higher for
complications occurring to someone else with diabetes other than self. As in most HBM
studies, the measure of appraisal focused on primary appraisal only.
In a study examining the relationship between adherence to breast self-exam
(BSE) practice and cognitive appraisal, coping and emotional distress, 80 women with
first-degree relatives who were breast cancer patients and 47 matched controls completed
researcher-constructed measures of cognitive appraisal (Cohen, 2002). The primary
appraisal component measured perceived risk for breast cancer, and the secondary
appraisal component measured perceived control over breast cancer prevention. Findings
indicated that in women with first-degree relatives, greater adherence to BSE practice
was associated with higher perceptions on control over prevention, higher risk for breast
cancer, and higher levels of state anxiety. Although this study measured both primary
and secondary appraisal, the tool was researcher constructed and did not capture
cognitive appraisal in its entirety, nor were psychometric properties of the measures
reported.
In a study investigating the health beliefs of 118 young persons aged 16-25 years
with type 1 diabetes, an expanded version of the health belief model, incorporating
measures of control and self-efficacy, was tested (Gillibrand & Stevenson, 2006).
Findings suggested that high internal locus of control and high levels of self-efficacy
predicted benefits of adhering to self-care regimen, but the final model explained only
12% of the variance in the young person’s adherence to diabetes self-care regime.
Additionally, as in other studies, both primary and secondary appraisal was measured, but
the items came from multiple tools and did not measure cognitive appraisal in its entirety.
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Although these studies do measure cognitive appraisal, they used a subscale of a
larger tool designed to measure appraisal, or used a researcher-constructed tool to capture
a dimension of appraisal. Measures of cognitive appraisal must be multi-dimensional to
capture all aspects of both primary and secondary appraisal. Only a few researchers have
measured both primary and secondary appraisals at the same time (Kessler, 1998).
Finally, few research studies (Cohen, 2002; Ford et. al., 2002; Patino et. al., 2005;
Gillibrand & Stevenson, 2006) identified in the literature studied cognitive appraisal of
perceived threat in relation to adherence research.
Adherence as a Consequence
A significant clinical problem encountered in the care of persons with diabetes is
adherence to self-management regimen. Although all components of self-management
are important in the effective management of diabetes, diet, exercise and medication
taking have received considerable attention in adherence research due to the influence
these activities have on glycemic control (Rewers & Hamman, 1995; Wing et al., 2001,
ADA, 2008).
Diet
Adhering to dietary recommendations for persons with type 2 diabetes has been
shown to be problematic. In a nationally representative sample of 2056 patients with
diabetes, only 64% either “always” or “usually” followed their recommended diet plan
(Ruggiero et al., 1997). Findings from the NHANES III showed that in a sample of 1480
adults with type 2 diabetes, nearly two-thirds consumed greater than 30% of their daily
calories from fat and greater than 10% of total calories from saturated fat, and that 82%
of the sample were either overweight or obese (Nelson, Reiber, & Boyko, 2002). In a
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sample of 347 patients with type 2 diabetes from the Diabetes Outcomes in Veterans
Study, 69.7% did not optimally adhere to dietary standards as described by the American
Diabetic Association, with dietary adherence being especially poor in subjects with
metabolic syndrome and/or obesity (Murata et al., 2004). Results from the Diabetes
Attitudes, Wishes, and Needs (DAWN) study, a large cross-national study with the
purpose of identifying the role played by psychosocial factors in diabetes outcomes,
revealed that only 39% of patients with type 2 diabetes self-reported at least two-thirds
success in their self care domains, with adherence being low for diet (37%) (Peyrot et al.,
2005). Additional studies using self-report to assess dietary adherence report suboptimal
adherence rates at approximately 70% or less (Jorgensen, Pollvka, & Lennie, 2002; Vijan
et al., 2004; Rubin, Peyrot, & Siminerio, 2006; Nelson, McFarland, & Reiber, 2007).
Exercise
The importance of exercise for the person with type 2 diabetes cannot be
understated. Research has shown that exercise has positive effects on glycemic control
(Kavookjian et al., 2007), and can lower the risk of type 2 diabetes (Jeon et al., 2007).
However, of all the areas of self-management, adherence to exercise recommendations
appears to be most challenging, with adherence rates being lowest for this component of
self-management. Long-term adherence to exercise plans for the person with diabetes is
poor (Wing et al., 2001). In a nationally representative sample of 2056 patients with
diabetes, only 41% either “always” or “usually” followed their recommended exercise
plan (Ruggiero et al., 1997). Results from the DAWN study revealed that out of the selfmanagement domains measured, adherence was lowest for exercise (35%) (Peyrot et al.,
2005). Similar results were found in a study of 717 patients with type 2 diabetes where
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self-reported physical activity was low with only 28% reporting moderate or vigorous
physical activity (Nelson et al., 2007). In addition to self-reported low adherence to
exercise plans, study drop out rates have also been used as an indicator of low exercise
adherence. In a study examining the association between adherence to exercise and the
incidence of cardiovascular disease in patients with type 2 diabetes, 37.3% of patients
who had received a home-based exercise plan dropped out of the study, stating reasons of
orthopedic problems, lack of time to exercise, and feeling unable to exercise (Shinji,
Shigeru, Ryusei, Mitsuru, & Shigehiro, 2007).
Medication Taking
Although diet and exercise are considered the cornerstone of treatment for type 2
diabetes (ADA, 2008), the addition of oral hypoglycemic agents (OHA) is often
necessary for maintaining glycemic control. Adherence with medication is strongly
associated with glycemic control. Intensive therapy to maintain glycemic control has
been associated with a 0.9% decrease in HbA1c level (7.0% versus 7.9% in a control
group receiving conventional diet therapy alone; p < .0001) (Turner, Cull, Frighi, &
Holman, 1999). In a study assessing the influence of medication adherence on HbA1c
levels in 1560 patients with type 2 diabetes, adherence rates of greater than 76% were
associated with lower HbA1c levels (Rhee et al., 2005). In a study of 810 type 2 diabetes
patients from an indigent population, each 10% increment in drug adherence reduced
HbA1c level by 0.16% (Schectman, Nadkarni, & Voss, 2002).
Evaluating adherence to medication taking by the person with diabetes presents
with many challenges. In a systematic review of 20 studies with quantitative data on
adherence, rates of adherence with oral hypoglycemic agents (OHA) ranged from 36% to
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93%, depending on the types and numbers of OHA being used and the types of patients
being studied (Cramer, 2004). Potential reasons for this wide range include factors such
as disease beliefs, concomitant disease states, social support needs, age, and complexity
of treatment (Bartels, 2004).
Complexity of Treatment
Patients with type 2 diabetes typically start by taking one oral hypoglycemic agent
(OHA), often referred to as mono-therapy. However, given the progressive nature of
type 2 diabetes, it is common for patients over time to require additional OHA, referred
to as combination therapy (Turner et al., 1999; Bartels, 2004). Research indicates that
adherence rates are typically better if the OHA regimen is kept simple, with monotherapy typically having better adherence rates than combination therapy (Cramer, 2004).
In a retrospective database analysis of a national pharmacy benefit manager organization,
992 patients with type 2 diabetes were examined to determine the impact of regimen
complexity on adherence to OHA. Dosing frequency was found to affect adherence, such
that once-daily dosing showed 60.5% adherence, whereas twice a day dosing showed
52% adherence (Dezii, Kawabata, & Tran, 2002). Similar findings occurred in a sample
of 2920 Scottish subjects with type 2 diabetes. Only one in three patients had adequate
adherence to OHA (> 90%), with significant linear trends of poorer adherence with each
increase in the daily number of tablets taken (Donnan et al., 2002). The effects of
regimen complexity also changes over time. In a study comparing the use of OHA in
newly-treated and previously-treated patients, no significant differences were found in
adherence rates (N = 6502) in those newly-treated patients receiving mono-therapy or
combination therapy. However, in previously treated patients (N = 1815), lower
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adherence rates were found in the patients receiving combination therapy (54%)
compared to switched to fixed-dose combination therapy (77%) (Melikian, White,
Vanderplas, Dezii, & Chang, 2002).
Pharmacy Refill Adherence.
Retrospective analysis of electronic pharmacy databases has provided a
substantial body of adherence research. Refill adherence, a calculation based on the
number of days of drug therapy dispensed divided by the number of days between the
first and last refill, has been used as an objective measure of adherence with large
datasets of persons with diabetes. Studies with sample sizes of N = 3358, N = 85,888,
and N = 11,532 revealed overall adherence rates with OHA at 86%, 79%, and 54.8%
respectively (Morningstar, Sketris, Kephart, & Sclar, 2002; Boccuzzi et al., 2001; Ho et
al., 2006). In a study looking specifically at a rural-indigent population, pharmacy
records of 1984 patients showed that refill adherence was less than 80% for one third of
the population (Schectman, Bovbjerg, & Voss, 2002). Within adherence studies,
regression analyses identified length of prescription, age, race, gender, comorbidity, and
number of medications to be taken as significant independent predictors of pharmacy
refill adherence (Sclar et al., 1999; Schectman, Bovbjerg, & Voss, 2002; Schectman,
Nadkarni, and Voss, 2002; Ho et al, 2006).
Conclusion
In asking the question, ‘Why study the relationship between cognitive appraisal of
perceived threat of illness and treatment adherence?’ several suggestions can be offered.
First, studying cognitive appraisal of perceived threat can examine both the primary and
secondary appraisals an individual makes in response to perceived threat of illness. In
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addition to gaining knowledge about health behavior, measuring both primary and
secondary appraisals may also provide opportunities to screen for diabetics at risk for
non-adherence by identifying inaccurate primary appraisals (for example,
underestimating the threat of an illness or behavior), and secondary appraisals that may
be suboptimal (for example, ineffective coping resources, such as denial, in response to
primary appraisal of threat of illness). Second, although primary appraisal of perceived
threat of illness has been studied and measured in the research on treatment adherence,
there is a lack of measurement of secondary appraisal. Understanding secondary
appraisals when experiencing perceived threat of illness may provide more knowledge
about the rationales and decisions individuals make in regards to treatment adherence.
Secondary appraisals are critical when there is a primary appraisal of harm, loss, threat or
challenge (Folkman, 1984). The individual determines which coping options are
available, such as changing the situation, trying to unwind and put things into
perspective, or possibly expressing feelings and frustrations. Both primary and
secondary appraisals are necessary because whether or not a situation is threatening is
also influenced by evaluation of one’s coping resources (Folkman & Lazarus, 1985).
And finally, consistent with the ideology of adherence, understanding how an individual
appraises the perceived threat of illness may facilitate the patient-healthcare provider
relationship by providing insight into patient decision-making regarding treatment
adherence.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this exploratory, descriptive study was to examine cognitive
appraisal of perceived threat of diabetes in relation to adherence to recommended selfmanagement behaviors in uninsured persons with type 2 diabetes. The research question
asked was “What is the relationship between cognitive appraisal of perceived threat of
diabetes and adherence to recommended self-management behaviors of uninsured
diabetic patients?” Specifically, the aims of this study were:
1. To describe the cognitive appraisal of perceived threat of diabetes in uninsured
persons with diabetes.
2. To describe the levels of diabetes self-management behaviors, including diet, exercise,
and medication taking in uninsured persons with diabetes.
3. To describe levels of hemoglobin A1c in uninsured persons with diabetes.
4. To analyze the relationship between the cognitive appraisal of perceived threat of
diabetes and self-management behaviors of diet, exercise, and medication taking in
uninsured persons with diabetes.
5. To analyze the relationship between cognitive appraisal of perceived threat of diabetes
and hemoglobin A1c levels, controlling for the self-management behaviors of diet,
exercise, and medication taking in uninsured persons with diabetes.
Sample
The convenience sample for this exploratory, descriptive study was composed of
participants recruited from a free clinic in West Virginia. The inclusion criteria were: 1)
age > 18 years, 2) diagnosis of type 2 diabetes, 3) the ability to read, write, and
understand English, 4) uninsured and receiving care at a free clinic. The literature
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provides mixed findings regarding the duration of diabetes and its association with selfmanagement behaviors and diabetes control (Krapek et al., 2004; Rhee et al., 2005; Hartz
et al., 2006; Mateo, Gil-Guillen, Mateo, Orozco, & Carbayo, 2006). For this reason, all
persons with diabetes meeting the above inclusion criteria were included in the study.
This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of West Virginia University.
Variable Definitions
Cognitive Appraisal
Conceptual definition.
Cognitive appraisal refers to the process that an individual uses to constantly
evaluate what is happening to them from the standpoint of its significance for their well
being (Lazarus and Folkman, 1987). There are two major forms of appraisal: (a)
primary appraisal, and (b) secondary appraisal. Primary and secondary appraisals come
together to determine the meaning an individual places on an encounter. Both primary
and secondary appraisals are necessary because whether or not a situation is threatening
is also influenced by evaluation of one’s coping resources (Folkman & Lazarus, 1985).
Operational Definition.
Cognitive appraisal of perceived threat of diabetes was measured with the
Cognitive Appraisal of Health Scale (Kessler, 1998). The Cognitive Appraisal of Health
Scale (CAHS) was designed to measure the dimensions of primary and secondary
appraisal associated with health-related events. Secondary appraisal scales include items
measuring coping options and resources. Based on the transactional model of stress and
coping, the premise of this instrument is that an individual could appraise a potentially
stressful event in multiple ways. It was also designed with the knowledge that few
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researchers have measured both primary and secondary appraisal at the same time. The
scale consists of 28 items that are scored on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1
(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Four subscales assess the primary appraisal
components of threat, challenge, harm/loss, and benign/irrelevant. Each of the subscales
is calculated to provide a unique score for each primary appraisal item. Five discrete
items are used to measure secondary appraisal. Subjects are asked to respond to each
items based on their cognitive appraisal of their current health condition. Higher scores
on each scale item indicate greater agreement with that appraisal item.
Initial support for reliability and validity testing for this instrument was gathered
in a study of 201 women with breast cancer. A factor analysis of the 28 items produced a
four-factor solution that explained 60% of the total variance and represented the primary
appraisal dimension. Correlations between primary and secondary appraisals were
consistent with theoretical predictions (p < .01) as described by Lazarus and Folkman
(1984). Internal consistency estimates of the primary appraisal scale were all greater
than .70.
The CAHS has been studied in patients with prostate cancer (Ahmad, 2005;
Ahmad, Musil, Zauszniewski, & Resnick, 2005). Additional psychometric testing using
confirmatory factor analysis produced a three-factor model that accounted for 55.48% of
the variance and represented three of the four original primary appraisal dimensions
(Ahmad, 2005). The three factors kept in this model were threat, harm/loss, and
challenge. This reduced the instrument to a 13-item instrument. Internal consistency for
the total scale produced a Cronbach’s alpha of .70. Internal validity was confirmed by
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principal factor analysis. Construct validity was confirmed through structural equation
modeling.
For this study, the original 28-item was used. The CAHS was pilot tested for
readability in a sample population of patients visiting the free clinic from where the study
sample was drawn. Pilot testing indicated that the tool was readable and understandable
to the sample population of interest (Carpenter, 2007, unpublished). The SMOG level for
this instrument was calculated at the “some high school” or 8.86 grade level (National
Literacy Trust, 2007). Subjects were given the choice of either reading the questionnaire
themselves, or having it read to them (Appendix A).
Adherence
Conceptual definition.
For this study, adherence was defined as the management of the daily regimen
tasks an individual performs to manage diabetes, and included the management of
lifestyle behaviors of diet, exercise, and medication management.
Operational definition.
For this study, adherence to treatment was operationally defined by measuring
self-reported self-management behaviors for diet, exercise, and medication taking using
the Summary of Diabetes Self-Care Activities Measure (Toobert & Glasgow, 1994).
Additionally, the objective measure of HbA1c was collected from the patient medical
record.
The summary of diabetes self-care activities measure (SDSCA).
The use of self-report measures is very common in adherence research due to its
practicality and cost-effectiveness (Toobert, Hampson, & Glasgow, 2000). Although self
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report is often considered to be unreliable, many researchers have developed and used
self report measures that have demonstrated adequate reliability and validity.
The SDSCA is a brief self-report instrument measuring levels of self-management
of seven aspects of a diabetes regimen, including diet, exercise, and medication. The tool
measures each component as opposed to providing a cumulative score due to the
multidimensional nature of self-management. The SDSCA measures self-management as
opposed to adherence due to the lack of an unchanging standard against which behavior
should be compared. Its use in adults with type 2 diabetes is well established (Tu &
Morrison, 1996; Schectman, Nadkarni, & Voss, 2002; Ciechanowski et al., 2004; Sarkar,
Fisher, & Schillinger, 2006; Delahanty et al., 2007. Average inter-factor correlations
ranged from .16 to .21, and average inter-item correlations within each subscale exceeded
.50. Initial validity testing with principal component factor analyses to evaluate factor
patterns showed that all items loaded highly on their intended underlying factor.
Additionally, test-retest reliability coefficients suggested modest degree of self-care
behavior consistency ranging from .43 to .58 (Toobert & Glasgow, 1994).
For this study, the subscales for diet, exercise, and medication taking were used.
For each of these scales, the subject is asked about these specific diabetes self-care
activities over the past seven days. The number of days per week uses a scale of 0 to 7.
Two items measure general diet, two items measure specific diet, two items measure
exercise, and three items measure medication taking (one item for general medication
taking, and two items if insulin is included in the medication regimen). The SMOG level
for this instrument was calculated at the “some high school” or 10.75 grade level
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(National Literacy Trust, 2007). The subject was given the choice of either reading the
questionnaire themselves, or having it read to them (Appendix B).
Hemoglobin A1c.
The patients included in this study had hemoglobin A1c levels drawn as part of
their routine diabetes care. The measurement of hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) was done by
two separate outside laboratories. The HbA1c blood sample was drawn by a clinician in
the free clinic then sent to either one of two outside local hospital laboratories for
analysis. One laboratory used the Dade Dimension technique, using the turbidimetric
inhibition immunoassay principle, where the total hemoglobin is based on a modification
of the alkaline hematin reaction (McMillan, 2007). The percentage of total hemoglobin
that is glycated is calculated and reported as %HbA1c. The reference range is 4.8 to
6.0%. The other laboratory performed HbA1c testing using the BioRad Variant II
system, which used ion exchange high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) to
determine percentage of glycated hemoglobin (Hinkle, 2007). The reference range is
4.4% to 6.8%. The most recent HbA1c measure prior to entry into the study was used in
this analysis.
Demographic Characteristics
Demographic data collected included: age, duration of diabetes, ethnicity, gender,
marital status, education, and co-morbidities. Operationally, these data were defined as
follows:
Age
Age was collected by self-report, and recorded in years.
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Gender
Gender was collected by self-report, and recorded as either male or female.
Duration of diabetes
Duration of diabetes was collected by using patient self report. Subjects were
asked to report the number of years that they have had diabetes. Self-report of duration
of disease has been used frequently in research, and typically reported in blocks of years
(ie. < 5 years, 5 – 10 years, > 10 years).
Ethnicity
Ethnicity was collected by self-report. Ethnicity was recorded in the following
categories: white, African-American, Asian, Hispanic, Native American, and other.
Marital status
Marital status was collected by self-report. Marital status was recorded in the
following categories: single, married, divorced, separated, widowed, significant other.
Education
Education was collected by self-report. Education was recorded in the following
categories: < high school, graduated high school, some college, college graduate,
master’s degree, doctorate, GED.
Co-morbidities
Co-morbidities were collected by using patient self report. Subjects were asked to
self- report their co-morbidities. The number of co-morbidities was then summed, and
the total number recorded for data analysis.
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Procedure
After receiving permission to conduct the study from the West Virginia
University Institutional Review Board, staff of the free clinic was provided with
information about inclusion criteria to assist with identifying subjects who may be
interested in participation. Subjects were approached by the investigator (or designee) at
a regularly scheduled office visits, and the study was described. After obtaining
permission from the subject, the investigator (or designee) administered three selfcompletion questionnaires, or gave the subject the choice of reading the questionnaires
themselves: the SDSCA, the CAHS, and the Subject Health History form (Appendix C).
The estimated time to complete the surveys was approximately 10 to 15 minutes.
Following completion of these questionnaires, the most recent HbA1c value and the time
since that last HbA1c value were collected from the medical record by the investigator
(or designee).
To maintain confidentiality, no information identifying the subject was on the
surveys. All completed surveys were kept in a secured drawer in the clinic. All data
were then transported from the clinic to the investigator’s office by the investigator. All
data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS), version 15,
computer software program (SPSS, 2006). All data were entered into SPSS by the
researcher only. All data were kept in secured file in a locked office by the investigator.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
Prior to analysis, data were cleaned, looking for outliers or impossible values.
This was accomplished by running frequencies and descriptive statistics and visually
scanning for missing data and for patterns of missing data. No variable had greater than
3% missing data, and missing data were random without any identifiable pattern. All
subjects were included in this analysis. Pairwise exclusion of cases was used in analyses.
Sample
The convenience sample for this study was composed of 80 subjects being treated
for type 2 diabetes mellitus at a free clinic in West Virginia between January 2008 and
May 2008. Sample size estimates were calculated based on Cohen’s technique for power
analysis for multiple regression, based on an alpha of .05 and a medium effect size of .80,
and 12 independent variables (Cohen, 1988). Based of this calculation, a sample size of
80 subjects was required for analysis. Characteristics of the study sample included a
mean age of 50.4 years (range 23 to 64 years), with 27.4 % men and 72.4% women. The
majority of subjects were white (94.7%), had diabetes for less than 10 years (82.9%), and
reported having one to two co-morbidities. Approximately half the subjects were
married or had a significant other (53.9%), and had a high school or GED education
(47.4%). The study sample was compared to the general clinic population and the state
of West Virginia in terms of gender (general clinic population: men = 36.7%, women =
63.3%; West Virginia: men = 48.6%, women = 51.4%) and ethnicity (general clinic
population: white = 91.6%, black = 5.0%; West Virginia: white = 95.9%, black = 3.5%)
(Zinn, 2008). The study sample was representative of the general clinic on these
variables (See Table 1).
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Table 1: Sample demographics

Demographic variable

N

Percent

Age
M = 50.8 (SD = 9.0)
Range: 23 – 68
< 39
40 – 49
50 – 59
> 60

12
24
29
15

15
30
36.3
18.7

Duration of diabetes
< 5 years
5 to 10 years
> 10 years

34
31
15

42.5
38.8
18.7

Ethnicity
White
African American

75
5

93.8
6.2

Gender
Male
Female

23
57

28.8
71.3

Marital status
Single
Married
Divorced
Separated
Widowed
Significant other

10
41
17
6
4
2

12.5
51.3
21.3
7.5
5.0
2.5

Education level
< highschool
Graduated highschool
Some college
College graduate
Masters degree
Doctorate
GED

18
21
14
5
4
0
17

22.8
26.6
17.7
6.3
5.1
0
21.5

# of co-morbidities
0
1 to 2
>3
Missing

9
35
19
17

11.3
43.8
23.9
21.3
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Factor Analysis: Cognitive Appraisal of Health Scale (CAHS)
Prior to analysis of data, a factor analysis of the 19 items from the threat,
harm/loss, and challenge subscales from the original CAHS was performed, forcing a 3factor model. Consistent with Lazarus and Folkman (1984), the benign/irrelevant
subscale was deleted. This process produced a 3-factor model closely related to the
original factors: (a) Factor 1 = threat (with some loss items that can be interpreted as
threat items), (b) Factor 2 = harm/loss (with two control and two harm/loss items), and
(c) Factor 3 = challenge. The Kaiser-Meyer-Oklin (KMO) for this 3-factor model is .76
(KMO > 0.6 is acceptable), and Bartlett's Test of Sphericity was significant (p < .001)
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). See Table 2 for a summary of the factor analysis.
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Table 2: Factor analysis of the items of the CAHS

Items

A1. I can control what will happen to me.
A2. Diabetes won’t get me down.
A3. I have not been able to do what I want
to do because of having diabetes.
A4. Diabetes is frightening to me.
A6. Things will only get worse because of
having diabetes.
A7. My diabetes will not go well.
A8. Having diabetes has damaged my life.
A9. I have lost interest in the things around
me.
A10. I have had to give up a great deal
because of having diabetes.
A11. I can beat diabetes despite the
difficulties.
A13. I have a sense of loss over the things I
can no longer do.
A14. I feel I can handle having diabetes.
A17. I have a lot to lose because of having
diabetes.
A18. I worry about what will happen to me.
A19. Relationships with my family and
friends have suffered.
A21. I have been harmed in some way by my
having diabetes.
A24. This health condition has caused me to
learn more about myself.
A25. I have been hurt by my diabetes.
A26. There is a lot I can do to overcome my
diabetes.
† item load < 0.30

Factor analysis with Varimax rotation
Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

†
-.414
.604

-.699
-.361
†

†
†
†

.744
.687

†
†

†
-.391

.372
.734
.503

†
†
.321

†
†
†

.755

†

†

-.309

†

.553

.725

†

†

†
.429

-.696
.458

.346
†

.515
.514

.412
.349

†
†

†

.755

†

†

†

.804

†
†

.719
†

†
.711
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Specific Aims
Aim 1: To describe the cognitive appraisal of perceived threat of diabetes in uninsured
persons with diabetes.
To describe the appraisal of perceived threat of illness in the study sample, the
means, standard deviations, and ranges for each of the appraisal variables on the
Cognitive Appraisal of Health Scale were analyzed (See Table 3). Correlations between
primary and secondary appraisal variables support the theoretical assertions of the CAHS.
Correlations between appraisal variables are presented in Table 4.
Table 3: Appraisal variables

Variable

Mean

SD
4.1

Study
Range
5-22

Scale
Range
5-25

Threat appraisal scale
(primary appraisal)

14.3

Challenge appraisal scale
(primary appraisal)

22.8

3.5

11-29

6-30

Harm or loss appraisal scale
(primary appraisal)

19.6

6.1

8-37

8-40

Can change [item 12]
(secondary appraisal)

3.70

1.10

1-5

1-5

Hold back [item 16]
(secondary appraisal)

2.28

1.06

1-5

1-5

Nothing to do [item 20]
(secondary appraisal)

1.79

.97

1-5

1-5

Need to know more [item 22]
(secondary appraisal)

2.54

1.18

1-5

1-5

Have to accept [item 27]
(secondary appraisal

4.13

.84

1-5

1-5

Subscale alphas: Threat = .69; Harm/loss = .82; and Challenge = .68
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Table 4: Correlations between primary and secondary appraisal variables

Subscale

Threat

Harm/loss

Challenge

A12: Having diabetes is something I
can change or do something about

-.288**

-.318**

.492**

A16: Because of diabetes, I have to
hold myself back from doing what I want

.588**

.646**

-.332**

A20: There is nothing I need to do
for my diabetes

.196

.275*

-.213

A22: I need to know more before I
can do anything about my diabetes

.375**

.413**

-.310**

A27: I have to accept my diabetes
** p < .01
* p < .05

-.090

-.039

.212

Aim 2: To describe the levels of diabetes self-management behaviors, including diet,
exercise, and medication taking in uninsured persons with diabetes.
Level of adherence to diabetes self-management behaviors was measured with
subscales of the Summary of Diabetes Self Care Activities (SDSCA) scale. Based on
days per week, the sample followed recommendations for taking prescribed oral
medications an average of 6.6 days, for general diet an average of 4.1 days, for specific
diet 3.7 days, and for exercise an average of 2.9 days. The mean and standard deviation
of diabetes self-management behaviors for the study sample are presented in Table 5.
Table 5: Diabetes self-management behaviors

Variables

N

Mean # days/week

SD

General diet

80

4.07

1.84

Specific diet

78

3.83

1.54

Exercise

80

2.85

2.12

Oral medication taking

78

6.64

1.29
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Aim 3: To describe levels of hemoglobin A1c in uninsured persons with diabetes.
The mean, standard deviation, and range of the most recent HbA1c values as well
as the length of time since last HbA1c value for each subject prior to entry into the study
are presented in Table 6. Out of 79 patients, 38 patients (49.4%) had HbA1c levels of 7%
or greater. One subject refused to have blood drawn, and 21 subjects reported no prior
HbA1c level being drawn at this clinic.
Table 6: HbA1c level and time since last level

Variable

N

Mean

SD

Range

Hemoglobin A1c level

79

7.56

1.90

5.50 – 14.30

Time (days) since last level

58

153.74

85.79

4 – 420

(5.1 months)

(0 – 14 months)

Aim 4: To analyze the relationship between the cognitive appraisal of perceived threat of
diabetes and self-management behaviors of diet, exercise, and medication taking in
uninsured persons with diabetes.
Separate but parallel regression models were created to address this aim. Prior to
running regression models, correlations were run between the appraisal variables and the
self-management variables. Correlations were run to determine the direction of
significant relationships between cognitive appraisal variables and self-management
variables. Several significant relationships were found between appraisal variables and
self-management variables. Findings show a significant negative association between
threat and general diet, such that as the perception of diabetes as a threat decreases, days
of adherence to general diet increases. A significant negative association was also found
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between coping options and both general and specific diet, such that as the perception
that there is “nothing to do for diabetes” decreases, days of adherence to general and
specific diet increases. Findings also show a significant positive association between
challenge and general diet, such that as the perception of diabetes as a challenge
increases, days of adherence to general diet increases. A significant positive association
was also found between the coping option of “having to accept diabetes” and general
diet, such that as the perception that diabetes was something that had to be accepted
increased, days of adherence to general diet increased. Results are found in Table 7 and
8.
Prior to interpreting multiple regression models, tests for the assumptions of
multivariate regression were performed. To test linearity, scatterplots for each
independent variable on the dependent variable were evaluated. To test normality, Q-Q
plots of the unstandardized residuals for each model were evaluated. To test
homoscedasticity (homogeneity of variance), scatterplots of standardized residuals and
the standardized predicted values (part of the SPSS Collinearity diagnostics program)
were evaluated for each regression model. To test for the absence of multicollinearity,
tolerance and VIF values were evaluated.
Collinearity diagnostics produced tolerance values ranging from .27 to .83, and
VIF values < 3.7, suggesting the absence of multicollinearity. Outliers were assessed by
inspecting Mahalanobios’ distances. The critical value for Mahalanobois’ distance for 12
independent variables is 32.9 (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). The range for this regression
was 2.6 to 28.8, indicating no outliers. Q-Q plots to test for normality (Appendix D)
demonstrated that percentiles of the sample data look similar to data from a normal
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distribution with the same mean and standard deviation. From this it can be assumed that
the error terms of the sample data come from a normal population. Tests for linearity
demonstrated that no non-linear relationships exist between the independent variables and
the dependent variable. The scatterplot of residuals versus predicted values from the
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Table 7: Correlations between primary appraisal and self-management behavior variables

Oral
medication
General diet
Specific diet

Oral
medication

General diet

Specific diet

Exercise

Threat

Challenge

Harm/loss

1.00

.167

.012

.032

.099

.072

.109

1.00

.337**

.313**

-.311**

.354**

-.176

1.00

.210

-.180

.116

-.186

1.00

-.183

.147

-.122

1.00

-.476**

.728**

1.00

-.558**

Exercise
Threat
Challenge
Harm/loss

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level

1.00
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Table 8: Correlations between secondary appraisal and self-management behavior variables

Oral
medication
Oral
medication
General diet
Specific diet
Exercise
Can change
Hold back

1.00

General
diet

Specific
diet

Exercise

Can
change

Hold back

Nothing to
do

Need to
know
more

Have to
accept

.167

.012

.032

.108

.080

.023

-.156

.135

1.00

.337**

.313**

.211

-.186

-.232*

-.121

.240*

1.00

.210

-.110

-.197

-.243*

-.001

.002

1.00

.032

-.069

.052

.131

.001

1.00

-.080

-.206

-.140

-.018

1.00

.283*

.269*

-.143

1.00

.182

-.248*

1.00

-.276*

Nothing to
do
Need to
know more
Have to
accept
** Correlation significant at the 0.01 level; * Correlation significant at the 0.05 level

1.00
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SPSS diagnostics shows a random scatter of points inside a horizontal band about zero,
supporting homoscasdicity of the sample data (Appendix E).
The following criteria were used in evaluating all regression models: (a) the
adjusted R2 value was used for interpreting the amount of variance explained by the
variables in each model. For smaller sample sizes, the R2 can overestimate the true value
in the population (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). Because the sample size of this study was
N = 80, the adjusted R2 value was more appropriate to use. (b) the unstandardized
coefficient (B) was used in determining the unique contribution of each variable in each
model. The unstandardized coefficient is appropriate to use when the independent
variables are measured on scales that are not equal. In this study, the threat subscale (R =
5-25), challenge subscale (R = 6-30), and harm/loss subscale (R = 8-40) were not equal in
scale, thus the unstandardized coefficient (B) was used. When using the unstandardized
coefficient (B), it is the significance level that determines the order of strength of each
independent variable in explaining the dependent variable.
Model for General Diet
Multiple linear regression was employed to help determine which of the cognitive
appraisal variables and demographic variables could be used to predict the levels of
adherence to general diet. A direct enter method was used for the multiple linear
regression analyses.
Correlations among the 12 independent variables were examined and ranged from
small to moderate with the exception of the harm/loss and threat. Harm/loss and threat
correlated at .728; however, both variables were kept in the analysis because of
theoretical meanings underlying each of the subscales. Correlations between the
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independent variables and the dependent variable of general diet were small to moderate,
ranging from .002 to .35, indicating that the data were suitably correlated with the
dependent variable for examination through multiple linear regression.
The cognitive appraisal variables and the demographic variables of age, gender,
duration of diabetes, and marital status produced an R2 of .28 (F (12,60) = 1.97, p = .04)
for the prediction of general diet. The adjusted R2 for this model was .14. The three
primary appraisal variables of threat, challenge, and harm/loss made significant
contributions to the model. The strongest predictor was threat (p = .02), with a part
correlation of -.26, thus uniquely explaining 7% of the variance in general diet. Second
was harm/loss (p = .045), with a part correlation of .22, thus uniquely explaining 5% of
the variance in general diet. The third independent variable was challenge (p = .05), with
a part correlation of .22, thus uniquely explaining 5% of the variance in general diet.
Findings show a significant negative association between threat and general diet,
such that as the perception of diabetes as a threat decreased, days of adherence to general
diet increased. Findings also showed a significant positive association between harm/loss
and challenge appraisals and general diet, such that as the perception of diabetes causing
harm/loss and being a challenge increased, days of adherence to general diet increased
(Table 9).
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Table 9: Multiple regression analysis for general diet

Summary of Standard Multiple Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting Adherence
Levels to General Diet in Persons with Type 2 Diabetes (N = 72)
Variable
B*
beta ** p
Part
Threat (primary appraisal)

-.190

-.421

.020

-.26 (7%)

Harm/loss(primary appraisal)

.129

.429

.045

.22 (5%)

Challenge (primary appraisal)

.162

.306

.050

.22 (5%)

Gender

.831

.206

.107

Nothing I need to do

-.290

-.153

.220

Marital status

-.384

.085

.059

I have to accept

.183

.083

.519

Age

.011

.056

.673

Hold back from doing what I want

-.106

-.061

.697

I need to know more

.079

.051

.698

Can change or do something about

.055

.033

.808

Duration of diabetes

-.017

-.007

.957

R2 = .28, adjusted R2 = .14, F = 1.97, p = .04;
* Unstandardized beta; ** Standardized beta
Model for Specific Diet
Multiple linear regression was employed to help determine which of the cognitive
appraisal variables and demographic variables could be used to predict the levels of
adherence to specific diet. A direct enter method was used for the multiple linear
regression analyses. Correlations amongst the 12 independent variables were examined
and ranged from small to moderate with the exception of harm/loss and threat. Harm/loss
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and threat correlated at .728; however, both variables were kept in the analysis because of
theoretical meanings underlying each of the subscales. Correlations between the
independent variables and the dependent variable of specific diet were small to moderate,
indicating that the data is suitably correlated with the dependent variable for examination
through multiple linear regression.
By removing predictors with the non-significant regression coefficients (the
primary appraisal variables, three secondary appraisal variables, marital status, and
duration of diabetes), the secondary appraisal variables of “Nothing I need to do” and
“Can change or do something about”, and the demographic variables of age and gender
made significant contributions to a model that produced R2 of .36 (F (12,60) = 2.79, p =
.004) for the prediction of specific diet. The adjusted R2 for this model was .23. The
strongest predictor was “Nothing I need to do (p = .004), with a part correlation of -.31,
thus uniquely explaining 10% of the variance in specific diet. Second was gender (p =
.005), with a part correlation of .30, thus uniquely explaining 9% of the variance in
specific diet. Third was age (p = .006), with a part correlation of .30, thus uniquely
explaining 9% of the variance in specific diet. Fourth was “Can change or do something
about” (p = .028), with a part correlation of -.23, thus uniquely explaining 5% of the
variance in specific diet.
Findings show a significant negative association between coping options
(secondary appraisal) and specific diet, such that as perception that “diabetes is
something that can be changed”, and that “there is nothing needed to do for diabetes”
decreased, days adherence to specific diet increased. Findings also showed a significant
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positive association between age and specific diet, such that as age increased, days
adherence to specific diet increased (Table10).
Table 10: Multiple regression analysis for specific diet

Summary of Standard Multiple Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting Adherence
Levels to Specific Diet in Persons with Type 2 Diabetes (N = 72)
Variable
B*
Beta **
P
Part
Nothing I need to do

-.552

-.348

.004

-.31 (10%)

Gender

1.17

.349

.005

.30 (9%)

Age

.061

.357

.006

.30 (9%)

Can change

-.399

-.284

.028

-.23 (5%)

Threat

-.117

-.310

.067

Have to accept

-.408

-.223

.072

Harm/loss

.057

.229

.252

Challenge

.069

.156

.284

I need to know more

.161

.124

.318

Hold back

-.184

-.127

.392

Marital status

-.099

-.072

.528

Duration of diabetes

-.096

-.047

.703

R2 = .36, adjusted R2 = .23; F = 2.79, p = .004
* = Unstandardized beta; ** = Standardized beta
Model for Exercise and Oral Medication Taking
Multiple linear regression was employed to help determine which of the cognitive
appraisal variables and demographic variables could be used to predict the levels of
adherence to exercise and adherence to oral medication taking. A direct enter method
was used for the multiple linear regression analyses. This analysis along with additional
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testing produced no significant models predicting exercise or oral medication taking. The
model for exercise produced an R2 of ..14 (F (12,60) = .84, p = .608) [adjusted R2 = -.03]
(Table E), and the model for oral medication taking produced an R2 of .13 (F (12,60) =
.73, p = .715) [adjusted R2 = -.05].
Aim 5: To analyze the relationship between cognitive appraisal of perceived threat of
diabetes and hemoglobin A1c levels, controlling for the self-management behaviors of
diet, exercise, and medication taking in uninsured persons with diabetes.
Model for HbA1c
Multiple linear regression was employed to help determine which of the cognitive
appraisal variables, controlling for the self-management variables, could be used to
predict HbA1c levels.
A direct enter method was used for the multiple linear regression analyses. The
first attempt produced a non-significant model. Additional testing of a model that
included cognitive appraisal variables and demographic variables, while controlling for
three self-management variables produced an R2 of .27 (F (11, 61) = 2.01, p = .04)
[adjusted R2 = .13]for the prediction of HbA1c. Collinearity diagnostics produced
tolerance values ranging from .33 to .92, and VIF values < 3.1, suggesting the absence of
multicollinearity. Outliers were assessed by inspecting Mahalanobios’ distances. The
critical value for Mahalanobois’ distance for 11 independent variables is 31.3
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). The range for this regression was 3.9 to 21.1, indicating no
outliers. Q-Q plots to test for normality (Appendix D) demonstrated that percentiles of
the sample data look similar to data from a normal distribution with the same mean and
standard deviation. From this it can be assumed that the error terms of the sample data
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comes from a normal population. Tests for linearity demonstrated that no non-linear
relationships exist between the independent variables and the dependent variable. The
scatterplot of residuals versus predicted values from the SPSS diagnostics shows a
random scatter of points inside a horizontal band about zero, supporting homoscasdicity
of the sample data (Appendix E).
Correlations among the 11 independent variables were examined and ranged from
small to moderate with the exception of the harm/loss and threat. Harm/loss and threat
correlated at .728; however, both variables were kept in the analysis because of
theoretical meanings underlying each of the subscales. Correlations between the
independent variables and the dependent variable of HbA1c were small to moderate,
indicating that the data is suitably correlated with the dependent variable for examination
through multiple linear regression. The strongest predictor of HbA1c was harm/loss (p =
.001), with a part correlation of .38, thus uniquely explaining 14% of the variance in
HbA1c. Second was general diet (p = .014), with a part correlation of .-.28, thus
uniquely explaining 8% of the variance in HbA1c. Third was threat (p = .019), with a
part correlation of -.27, thus uniquely explaining 7% of the variance in HbA1c. Fourth
was “nothing I need to do” (p = .038), with a part correlation of -.23, thus uniquely
explaining 5% of the variance in HbA1c. Fifth was challenge (p = .044), with a part
correlation of .23, thus uniquely explaining 5% of the variance in HbA1c. .
Findings showed a significant negative association between threat and HbA1c,
such that as the perception of diabetes being a threat decreased, HbA1c levels increased.
Findings also showed a significant negative association between the coping option
(secondary appraisal) of “there is nothing needed to do for diabetes” and HbA1c, such
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that as the perception that “there is nothing needed to do for diabetes” decreased, HbA1c
levels increased. Findings also showed a significant positive association between the
primary appraisal variables of harm/loss and challenge and HbA1c, such that as the
perception of diabetes causing harm/loss and being challenging increased, HbA1c levels
increased (Table 11).
Table 11: Multiple regression analysis for HbA1c

Summary of Standard Multiple Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting HbA1c
Levels in Type 2 Diabetics (N =72)
Variable
B*
beta ** P
Part
Harm/loss

.206

.664

.001

.38 (14%)

General diet

-.363

-.351

.014

-.28 (8%)

Threat

-.204

-.437

.019

-.27 (7%)

Nothing I need to do

-.511

-.260

.038

-.23 (5%)

Challenge

.162

.296

.044

.23 (5%)

Duration of diabetes

.400

.158

.172

Need to know more

-.284

-.176

.175

Education

-.139

-.161

.177

Gender

.514

.123

.331

Exercise

.105

.117

.352

Specific diet

.136

.110

.391

R2 = .27, adjusted R2 = .13, F = 2.01, p = .04
* = Unstandardized beta; ** = Standardized beta
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND IMPLICATIONS
It was recognized that a gap in current knowledge exists in terms of understanding
diabetes as an event that is appraised by the patient. The purpose of this exploratory,
descriptive study was to examine cognitive appraisal of the stress of diabetes in relation
to adherence to treatment plan in uninsured persons with type 2 diabetes.
Major Findings
Adherence to Self-Management Behaviors and HbA1c
The persons with diabetes in this study did well with taking oral medication, but
had problems with adherence to dietary and exercise recommendations. Based on days
per week, the sample was most adherent with oral medications, and least adherent with
diet and exercise. These results are similar with adherence rates that have been reported
in other patient populations in the literature (Ruggiero et al., 1997; Wing et al., 2001;
Jorgensen et al., 2002; Melikian et al., 2002; Nelson et al., 2005; Cramer, 2004; Murata et
al., 2004; Vijan et al., 2004; Peyrot et al., 2005; Rubin et al., 2006; Nelson et al., 2007).
It is important to note that the uninsured/underinsured persons with diabetes in
this study received their care free of charge. However, the results of this study suggest
that being uninsured or underinsured with access to free care does not affect adherence
rates to the self-management behaviors of diet, exercise, and oral medication taking. This
is in contrast to the literature that supports that the uninsured are less adherent (Tu &
Morrison, 1996; Beckles et al., 1998; Ayanian et al., 2000; Nelson et al., 2005).
Adherence to dietary recommendations has been demonstrated to be problematic.
In this study, patients followed dietary recommendations approximately four days per
week, or only a little over half of the time recommended. This finding is consistent with
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the current literature on dietary adherence (Jorgensen et al., 2002; Murata et al, 2004;
Vijan et al., 2004; Peyrot et al., 2005; Rubin et al, 2006; Nelson et al, 2007).
Patients in this study followed recommendations for exercise an average of 2.85
days per week. Exercise recommendations for patients seen in this clinic include 30
minutes per day, 3 to 5 days per week. Exercise is one of the most challenging of all the
self-management behaviors for persons with diabetes, with adherence rates being lowest
for this area of self-management. Literature on exercise adherence has documented
adherence rates at 50% or below (Ruggiero et al, 1997; Shultz, Sprague, Branen, &
Lambeth, 2001; Tuomilehto et al., 2001; Peyrot et al., 2005; Nelson et. al., 2007).
Patients in this study followed recommendations for oral medication taking on
average 6.64 days per week, or 95% of the time. These findings are consistent with much
of the literature on adherence rates and oral medications. In terms of days per week,
Grant, Devita, Singer, and Meigs (2003) reported adherence rates for oral medications in
diabetic patients an average of 6.7 + 1.1 days per week, and found that the number of oral
medications prescribed was not correlated to adherence rates. In other studies, adherence
rates have been reported of greater than 80% for medications for diabetes (Walker et al.,
2006; Grant et al., 2007; Odegard & Capocci, 2007; Rozenfeld, Hunt, Plauschinat, &
Wong, 2008).
The mean HbA1c value for this study sample was 7.56 (SD = 1.90, R = 5.50 –
14.30), which is consistent with the literature (Krapek et al., 2004; Saydah, Fradkin, &
Cowie, 2004). The recommended HbA1c values for patients treated in the clinic where
the sample was drawn is < 7%, following the general guideline set forth by the American
Diabetic Association (2008). Additionally, the average time since last drawn HbA1c
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level was 5.l months (mean = 153.74 days, SD = 85.79, R = 4 – 420). Recommended
frequency for HbA1c levels is every three months for values > 7% (ADA, 2008). These
results indicate that adherence to recommended HbA1c levels and testing is less than
optimal in this study population. Additionally, a total of 22 patients (28%) reported no
previous HbA1c level. One patient specifically refused blood draws, while the remaining
21 reported not having a level drawn before. This finding is also consistent with current
literature, where adherence to recommended HbA1c testing ranges from 33% to 50%
(Saaddine et al., 2002; Resnick, Foster, Bardsley, & Ratner, 2006; Dailey, 2007;
Delaronde, 2007).
Cognitive Appraisal of the Stress of Diabetes
The findings of this study add to the body of knowledge about the role of
cognitive appraisal of the stress of diabetes. The patients in this study provided multiple
views of the stress of diabetes, with great variability in primary appraisals, including
threat, harm/loss, and challenge. Persons with diabetes in this study perceived their
diabetes as more of a challenge than as threatening or causing harm or loss. Challenge
appraisal refers to a judgment that the demands associated with diabetes can be met or
overcome, whereas harm/loss describes damage that has already occurred, and threat
refers to anticipated harm/loss from diabetes.
In terms of secondary appraisal, persons with diabetes indicated that diabetes was
something that had to be accepted (“have to accept having diabetes”), but at the same
time perceived that there was something that needed to be done for their diabetes (“There
is nothing I need to do for my diabetes”; M = 1.79, indicating low agreement with this
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item), and that diabetes was something that could be changed or acted on (“Having
diabetes is something I can change or do something about”; M = 3.7).
Correlations between primary and secondary appraisal variables support the
theoretical assertions of the CAHS (Kessler, 1998). Significant correlations were found
between the three primary appraisal variables, and four of the secondary appraisal
variables. The only secondary appraisal variable that did not correlate with primary
appraisal was “having to accept diabetes”.
The results of this study are consistent with findings in other samples with chronic
or potentially life-threatening diseases. In exploring cognitive appraisal of the diagnosis
of prostate cancer, patients identified threat appraisal with less frequency than appraisals
of harm/loss or challenge (Ahmad, 2005). The researchers suggested that high survival
rates and longer survival-time for patients with prostate cancer makes living with the
disease less threatening and more challenging. Further exploration of this appraisal
showed that less harm/loss appraisals were associated with better physical health
(Ahmad, et. al., 2005). These results share similarities to other studies of cognitive
appraisal of illness situations. In studying cognitive appraisal of a breast cancer
diagnosis, Kessler (1998) found that women had multiple views of the stress of a breast
cancer diagnosis shown in the mix of harm/loss, threat, and challenge appraisals. It was
also observed that threat appraisals were higher in patients with a diagnosis for less than
10 years, and did not change much until after 10 years post-diagnosis. Primary appraisals
also influenced coping options (secondary appraisals), such that women who appraised
breast cancer as causing harm/loss also reported a greater need to “hold themselves back
from doing what they wanted to do” and “to know more before they could act”.
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In exploring cognitive appraisal of melanoma survivors, Hamama-Raz and
Solomon (2006), using only the threat, challenge, and select secondary appraisal items,
found significant associations between cognitive appraisal and adjustment to illness.
Specifically, higher threat perception was associated with less well-being and greater
distress; higher challenge perception was associated with greater well-being.
The persons with diabetes in this study may bear some similarities to patients with
prostate cancer and melanoma. This similarity in appraisal could be related to how these
diseases are perceived. Although the diagnosis of cancer is often viewed as a threat to
life, different types of cancer evoke different levels of fear (American Cancer Society,
1996). Prostate cancer has high survival rates and long survival time for patients living
with prostate cancer, making this disease less threatening than other types of cancer.
The melanoma patients studied were survivors post-treatment with no signs of
recurrence. This same thinking can be applied to diabetes, where effective selfmanagement may make diabetes less threatening than other types of illnesses.
Relationship of Cognitive Appraisal and Self-Management Behaviors
The results of this study do suggest an association between cognitive appraisal
and the self-management behaviors related to diet. For persons with diabetes in this
study, days adhering to general diet recommendations increased as the perception that
diabetes was a threat and was something that required “nothing to do” decreased. Days
adhering to general diet recommendation also increased as the perception that diabetes
was a challenge and was something that had to be accepted increased.
The results of this study also support the role of cognitive appraisal of the stress
of diabetes as a predictor in the adherence to recommended self-management behaviors
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of diet and in the HbA1c level. Examination of the direction of the regression
coefficients suggest that as perception of threat decreased and harm/loss and challenge
increased, the number of days adhering to general diet increased. For specific diet,
secondary appraisal was associated with days adherence such that as appraisals of
diabetes being something that could “be changed” and required “nothing to do”
decreased, the number of days adhering to specific diet increased. A mix of primary and
secondary appraisals were associated with HbA1c level. As perceptions of harm/loss and
challenge increased, and threat and perceiving that diabetes required “nothing to do”
decreased, HbA1c levels increased. Cognitive appraisal of the stress of diabetes was not
explanatory of adherence to oral medication taking and exercise.
Study Findings and the Stress-Response-Sequence Model
The major findings of this study show support for the relationships between the
concepts of reactions and consequences in the Stress-Response-Sequence model. Persons
with diabetes reacted to the stress of diabetes by applying a mix of primary and
secondary appraisals that were associated with consequences of adherence to diet and
HbA1c levels. The consequences of adherence were linked to the reactions of cognitive
appraisal, specifically, adherence to general diet, specific diet, and HbA1c. For the
consequence of adherence to general diet, the three cognitive appraisal variable of threat
(p = .02), harm/loss (p = .05), and challenge (p = .05) contributed significantly to the
variance in days adherence to general diet recommendations (Figure 2). For the
consequence of specific diet, the secondary appraisal variables of “nothing to do” and
“can change” contributed significantly to the variance in days adherence to specific diet
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Figure 2. Cognitive appraisal and general diet

Mediators

Reactions
Threat
p = .02
Harm/loss p = .05
Challenge p = .05

Stressors
Diabetes

Consequences
General diet adjusted R2
= .14 F = 1.97, p = .04
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Figure 3. Cognitive appraisal and specific diet

Mediators
Age
Gender

Reactions
Nothing to do: p = .004
Can change: p = .028

Stressors

Consequences

Diabetes

Specific diet adjusted R2 =
.23 F = 2.79, p = .004
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Figure 4. Cognitive appraisal and HbA1c

Mediators

Reactions
Harm/loss: p = .001
Threat: p = .019
Nothing to do: p = .038
Challenge: p = .044

Stressors

Consequences

Diabetes

HbA1c adjusted R2 =
.13, F = 2.01, p = .04
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recommendations, while controlling for age and gender (Figure 3). For the consequence
of HbA1c level, the cognitive appraisal variables of harm/loss, threat, “nothing to do”,
and challenge contributed significantly to the variance in HbA1c level (Figure 4). The
Stress-Response-Sequence (SRS) model provided a useful framework for studying these
relationships.
Nursing Implications
Adherence rates
The persons with diabetes receiving care at the free clinic from this study did not
differ in their levels of adherence to self-management behaviors from other types of
patients reported in the literature. Lifestyle modifications focusing on diet and exercise
have been emphasized in the care of patients with type 2 diabetes because of the effect on
glycemic control (Rewers & Hamman, 1995; Wing et al., 2001; ADA, 2008). Also, as
proposed in the American Diabetes Association position statement on the Standards of
Medical Care in Diabetes, the use of the oral medication metformin may be used for the
prevention or delay of type 2 diabetes mellitus and at the time of diagnosis in
combination with lifestyle modifications (Tuomilehto et al., 2001; Knowler et al., 2002),
ADA, 2008).
The results of this study indicate that uninsured/underinsured persons with
diabetes receiving care from a free clinic have high adherence to oral medications, and
less with diet and exercise recommendations. Therefore, practitioners should consider
treating persons with diabetes with medications sooner, while focusing on teaching
lifestyle interventions targeting diet and exercise, as opposed to initially focusing on
lifestyle modifications only. This implies that practitioners focus on both pharmacologic
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management and lifestyle modifications for the treatment of type 2 diabetes. For persons
with diabetes in this study, high adherence to recommended oral medication taking may
give them some success with glycemic control, and thus may motivate them to make
further lifestyle modifications in the areas of diet and exercise, both of which were
problematic in this study.
In terms of lifestyle modifications for this study population, healthcare providers
should place emphasis on diet self-management behavior. Adherence to dietary
recommendations plays a role in all levels of diabetes care, including primary, secondary,
and tertiary prevention (ADA, 2008). Adherence to diet recommendations for the person
with type 2 diabetes diet has been associated with weight loss and glycemic control.
Studies have reported decreases in HbA1c of one to two percent in persons with type 2
diabetes (Pastors, Warshaw, Daly, Franz, & Kulkarni, 2002; Pastors, Franz, Warshaw,
Daly, & Arnold, 2003; ADA, 2008).
Diet modification has been shown to be effective at promoting weight loss,
whereas exercise and physical activity have only a modest weight loss effect (Klein et al.,
2004; ADA, 2008). Furthermore, no specific successful interventions for exercise have
been identified in the literature for persons with type 2 diabetes (Kavookjian et al., 2007).
Many persons with type 2 diabetes may have physical limitations, including obesity, to
the extent of requiring weight loss prior to engagement in physical activity.
Another consideration that needs attention when addressing lifestyle
modifications is the effects of medication on diet and exercise. Patterns of glycemic
control need to be established in persons taking oral hypoglycemic agents prior to
beginning an exercise regimen. Those patterns are obtained by monitoring blood glucose
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in relation to oral medication prescribed and daily dietary patterns. Exercise is added and
evaluated once those patterns are established. Given these relationships between oral
medication and lifestyle modifications, and the issues of obesity and physical limitation
in many persons with diabetes, lifestyle modification focusing on diet is the appropriate
starting point for persons with type 2 diabetes.
Appraisal of diabetes
It is important to develop an understanding of how people with diabetes appraise
their illness. Despite the fact that diabetes is a serious illness that presents serious threats
and actual physical harm to ones health, the results of this study indicate that patients
with diabetes perceived their diabetes as more of a challenge than a threat to their lives.
These appraisals were associated with increased adherence to diet. More challenge
appraisal may indicate a willingness to confront the problems associated with adherence
to diabetes.
Knowledge of self-management behaviors alone is often not associated with
glycemic control in persons with diabetes (Rothman et al., 2005a,b). Nurses need to help
patients perceive diabetes in ways that are less threatening, and work to empower patients
to face diabetes as a challenge. This may be accomplished by actively facilitating patient
involvement in the planning of lifestyle modifications through identification of resources
and goal setting specific to the person’s needs and life circumstances. Having persons
with diabetes create their own action plans, based on an assessment of their appraisal of
diabetes, may be an effective way to assist in goal setting (Estabrooks, Glasgow, &
Dzewaltowski, 2003; Seligman et al., 2007).
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Limitations
The present study has several limitations that need to be acknowledged. First, the
study design was based on a convenience sample of self-selected persons with diabetes.
With self-selection the possibility exists that only the more adherent patients are more
willing to participate in a study exploring adherence. Additionally, the generalizability of
results is limited to the specific population of the study, given that the sample consisted
of predominantly white, middle-aged females who had diabetes for less than ten years.
Furthermore, the data collection was based on self-report.
Second, the sample size for this study was limited to 80 participants out of a
potential of 248 patients being treated at the free clinic. Because of this sample size and
the number of predictor variables being studied, the ability to demonstrate association
and prediction was limited. This sample population presented with several recruitment
challenges. Attendance at clinic appointments is unpredictable, with the cancelation rate
being high for many patients. Another observed barrier was the willingness to complete
forms that may identify the person. Although all surveys in this study contained no
identifying information, many potential subjects were hesitant to participate. A third
barrier was the hesitancy of potential subjects to interact with someone who was not part
of the clinic staff. For these reasons, it was essential to have clinic staff involved in the
study, from study planning to data collection.
A third limitation was the possibility of multicollinearity between variables,
namely the harm/loss subscale and the threat subscale. These two variables were highly
correlated, thus both subscales may be measuring attributes of the same concept.
However, both variables were kept in the analysis because of theoretical implications.
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A final limitation was the ability of the current study to control for confounding
factors that may influence the dependent variables. Many factors have been implicated as
predictors of adherence, such as social support, finances, access to care, and knowledge.
This study only controlled for select demographic and self-management variables.
Future Research
This study highlights the need for more research exploring the issues that persons
with diabetes have with adherence to self-management behaviors, especially diet and
exercise recommendations. As this study demonstrates, care provided free of charge does
not solve the issues and barriers that patients have when it comes to being willing or able
to follow treatment recommendations for a complex disease like diabetes. Additional
research could explore cognitive appraisal of the stress of diabetes and adherence rates in
the uninsured/underinsured that do not have access to a free clinic.
Future research could also explore the relationship between cognitive appraisal
and adherence using additional self-reporting measures, such as finger stick logs and
food logs, indirect measures such as pharmacy refill adherence, and more precise
measures such as pill counts and electronic glucometer logs. Although no single
measurement strategy has been accepted, the simultaneous use of both subjective and
objective measures of adherence is the current state-of-the-art in measurement of
adherence behaviors (World Health Organization, 2003). The use of additional measures
of adherence may produce better models explaining adherence. It would also add
strength to an adherence measure if adherence to self-management behaviors were
measured over time. Measuring adherence at more than one time point would add
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stability to the measure, as well as provide insight about additional factors that may
influence adherence, such as changes in illness perception.
Additional research could also explore measures of cognitive appraisal over time.
Based on the Transactional Model of Stress and Coping, cognitive appraisals can be
continuous and ever-changing while having certain stability over time (Lazarus &
Launier, 1978; Lazarus & Folkman, 1984, 1987). Additionally, the distinction between
threat and challenge can at times be obscure, and strongly dependent on ones perspective
of the immediate environment. This distinction may also be simply a matter of positive
versus negative tone. Measures of cognitive appraisal over time may provide insight
about the influence of personal and situational factors and the relationship with adherence
to self-management behaviors.
In terms of cognitive appraisal and outcome measures, this is the only study that
has used the CAHS, or any theoretically complete measure of cognitive appraisal, in
relation to adherence. In searching for predictors of treatment adherence, it is important
to consider additional factors that may mediate how patients react to the stress of
diabetes, such as duration of disease, health literacy, comprehension of instruction, comorbidities/physical health, coping skills and adjustment to illness.
The literature provides mixed findings regarding the duration of diabetes and its
association with self-management behaviors and diabetes control. Duration of diabetes
has been found to be associated with self-management behaviors and HbAlc levels, such
that longer duration of diabetes is associated with increased adherence to selfmanagement behaviors (Krapek et al., 2004; Mateo et al., 2006). Other studies have
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found no association between duration of diabetes and diabetes self-management
behaviors and control (Rhee et al., 2005; Hartz et al., 2006).
Health literacy and the ability to comprehend health information may also serve
as a factor in adherence to self-management behaviors. Low health literacy has been
identified as an issue for the uninsured (Ratzan & Parker, 2000; Barrett, 2006). It has
been associated with less desire to participate in health-related decision making (DeWalt,
Boone, & Pignone, 2007). It has also been identified that comprehension of health
information requires attention to more than just reading level (Seligman et al., 2007).
The existence of co-morbidities may also have impact on the adherence to selfmanagement behaviors. In addition to the overwhelming demands of managing diabetes
mellitus, the presence of co-morbidities adds to this complexity, and thus may affect both
cognitive appraisal and adherence to self-management recommendations.
It may be beneficial to compare appraisal of the stress of diabetes with additional
psychosocial outcome measures such as coping skills and adjustment to illness.
Measurement and stress in terms of problem-focused and emotion-focused coping has
produced much knowledge in terms of how individuals respond to stress. Adding the
component of appraisal along with the measurement of coping may provide more
information into the reasons why individuals with diabetes have difficulty adhering to
self-management behaviors.
Conclusion
Although much has been learned about predictors of treatment adherence, many
gaps exist in this large body of literature. Understanding how an individual appraises
potentially stressful events is important when facing a stressor such as the threat and
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treatment of illness. Understanding the cognitive appraisal of illness and how it relates
to other factors may provide insight into the reasons why patients have difficulty with
treatment adherence. Applying measures of cognitive appraisal to studies examining
treatment adherence may help to fill gaps in knowledge related to patient behavior.
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Appendix A
COGNITIVE APPPRAISAL OF HEALTH SCALE
Below are several statements that describe ways people think about their diabetes. Please read
each item and circle one number that best describes how much you agree or disagree with the
statement according to what is happening to you right now.
The answers range from strongly agree (5) to strongly disagree (1). Please be sure to answer all
statements. There are no right or wrong answers.

strongly
disagree

disagree

undecided

agree

strongly
agree

1. I can control what will happen to me.

1

2

3

4

5

2. Diabetes won’t get me down.

1

2

3

4

5

3. I have not been able to do what I want to
do because I have diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

4. Diabetes is frightening to me.

1

2

3

4

5

5. Diabetes isn’t stressful to me.

1

2

3

4

5

6. Things will only get worse because of
having diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

7. My diabetes will not go well.

1

2

3

4

5

8. Having diabetes has damaged my life.

1

2

3

4

5

9. I have lost interest in the things around me.

1

2

3

4

5

10. I have had to give up a great deal because
of having diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

11. I can beat diabetes despite the difficulties.

1

2

3

4

5

12. Having diabetes is something that I can
change or do something about.

1

2

3

4

5

13. I have a sense of loss over the things I can
no longer do.

1

2

3

4

5
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strongly
disagree

disagree

undecided

agree

strongly
agree

14. I feel I can handle having diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

15. I have nothing to lose because of having
diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

16. Because of having diabetes, I have to hold
myself back from doing what I want to do.

1

2

3

4

5

17. I have a lot to lose because of having
diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

18. I worry about what will happen to me.

1

2

3

4

5

19. Relationships with my family and friends
have suffered.

1

2

3

4

5

20. There is nothing I need to do for my
diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

21. I have been harmed in some way by
having diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

22. I need to know more before I can do
anything about my diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

23. I don’t think much about my diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

24. This health condition has caused me to learn
more about myself.

1

2

3

4

5

25. I have been hurt by my diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

26. There is a lot I can do to overcome my
diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

27. I have to accept having diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

28. Diabetes doesn’t affect my life.

1

2

3

4

5

© 1993, Theresa Kessler
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Scoring for the CAHS
There are four separate scales for primary appraisal (threat, challenge, harm/loss, and
benign/irrelevant) and 5 items that measure aspects of secondary appraisal. Subjects are
asked to respond to each item on the CAHS based on their cognitive appraisal of their
current health condition. Subjects may be asked to respond to the items in relation to a
specific health condition (the name of the condition could be inserted in each item to
replace “this health condition”). All items are scored on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from
1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Higher scores on each scale or item indicate
greater agreement with that appraisal.
Primary appraisal Threat scale - 5 items (4, 6, 7, 17, 18); score range 5 to 25
dimensions:
Challenge scale - 6 items (1, 2, 11, 14, 24, 26); score range 6 to 30
Harm/Loss scale - 8 items (3, 8, 9, 10, 13, 19, 21, 25); score range 8 to 40
Benign/Irrelevant scale - 4 items (5, 15, 23, 28); score range 4 to 20
Secondary appraisal
dimensions:

Items: 12, 16, 20, 22, 27; scores range from 1 to 5 for
each item
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Appendix B

Summary of Diabetes Self-Care Activities
(Diet, Exercise, and Medication Taking Subscales)
The questions below ask you about your diabetes self-care activities during the past
7 days. If you were sick during the past 7 days, please think back to the last 7 days
that you were not sick.

Diet
1. How many of the last SEVEN DAYS have you followed a healthful eating plan?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2. On average, over the past month, how many DAYS PER WEEK have you followed
your eating plan?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3. On how many of the last SEVEN DAYS did you eat five or more servings of fruits
and vegetables?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4. On how many of the last SEVEN DAYS did you eat high fat foods such as red meat
or full-fat dairy products?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Exercise
5. On how many of the last SEVEN DAYS did you participate in at least 30 minutes of
physical activity? (Total minutes of continuous activity, including walking).
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6. On how many of the last SEVEN DAYS did you participate in a specific exercise
session (such as swimming, walking, biking) other than what you do around the house
or as part of your work?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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Medications
6A. On how many of the last SEVEN DAYS did you take your recommended diabetes
medication?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

INSULIN USERS
7A. On how many of the last SEVEN DAYS did you take your recommended insulin
injections?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8A. On how many of the last SEVEN DAYS did you take your recommended number of
diabetes pills?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Scoring for the SDSCA
General diet = Mean number of days for items 1 and 2.
Specific diet = Mean number of days for items 3 and 4, reversing item 4 (0=7, 1=6, 2=5,
3=4, 4=3, 5=2, 6=1, 7=0).
Exercise = Mean number of days for items 5 and 6.
Medications = Use item 6A – OR – 7A AND 8A; use total number of days for item 6A,
use mean number of days if both 7A and 8A are applicable.
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Appendix C

November 16, 2007

Dear Participant,
Please consider completing the enclosed questionnaires which are part of a study that I
am conducting to better understand how a person’s beliefs about having diabetes affects
how they manage their health. This study is part of my work toward a doctorate degree
in the West Virginia University School of Nursing.
The study involves completing the enclosed questionnaires. It is estimated that your
participation will take about 10-15 minutes. Participation in the study is voluntary. Once
you agree to participate you do not have to answer all of the questions. No information is
requested that would identify you.
There are no known risks or discomfort associated with this study. Your care will in no
way be affected by your participation in this study or by the responses you share. If the
questions cause you to be concerned or upset, please contact one of the Health Right staff
at the front desk for further assistance.
If you want more information about this research, you may call me at my office (304293-1401) or that of my faculty advisor, Dr. Cynthia Persily (304-347-1253). For
information about your rights as a research participant, you may contact the Office of
Research Compliance at West Virginia University at 293-7073. Thank you for your
assistance.
Sincerely,

Roger Carpenter, RN
West Virginia University School of Nursing
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The Summary of Diabetes Self-Care Activities

The questions below ask you about your diabetes self-care activities during the past
7 days. If you were sick during the past 7 days, please think back to the last 7 days
that you were not sick.

Diet
1. How many of the last SEVEN DAYS have you followed a healthful eating plan?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2. On average, over the past month, how many DAYS PER WEEK have you followed
your eating plan?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3. On how many of the last SEVEN DAYS did you eat five or more servings of fruits
and vegetables?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4. On how many of the last SEVEN DAYS did you eat high fat foods such as red meat
or full-fat dairy products?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Exercise
5. On how many of the last SEVEN DAYS did you participate in at least 30 minutes of
physical activity? (Total minutes of continuous activity, including walking).
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6. On how many of the last SEVEN DAYS did you participate in a specific exercise
session (such as swimming, walking, biking) other than what you do around the house
or as part of your work?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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Medications
6A. On how many of the last SEVEN DAYS did you take your recommended diabetes
medication?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

INSULIN USERS
7A. On how many of the last SEVEN DAYS did you take your recommended insulin
injections?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8A. On how many of the last SEVEN DAYS did you take your recommended number of
diabetes pills?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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COGNITIVE APPPRAISAL OF HEALTH SCALE
Below are several statements that describe ways people think about their diabetes. Please read
each item and circle one number that best describes how much you agree or disagree with the
statement according to what is happening to you right now.
The answers range from strongly agree (5) to strongly disagree (1). Please be sure to answer all
statements. There are no right or wrong answers.

strongly
disagree

disagree

undecided

agree

strongly
agree

1. I can control what will happen to me.

1

2

3

4

5

2. Diabetes won’t get me down.

1

2

3

4

5

3. I have not been able to do what I want to
do because I have diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

4. Diabetes is frightening to me.

1

2

3

4

5

5. Diabetes isn’t stressful to me.

1

2

3

4

5

6. Things will only get worse because of
having diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

7. My diabetes will not go well.

1

2

3

4

5

8. Having diabetes has damaged my life.

1

2

3

4

5

9. I have lost interest in the things around me.

1

2

3

4

5

10. I have had to give up a great deal because
of having diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

11. I can beat diabetes despite the difficulties.

1

2

3

4

5

12. Having diabetes is something that I can
change or do something about.

1

2

3

4

5

13. I have a sense of loss over the things I can
no longer do.

1

2

3

4

5
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strongly
disagree

disagree

undecided

agree

strongly
agree

14. I feel I can handle having diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

15. I have nothing to lose because of having
diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

16. Because of having diabetes, I have to hold
myself back from doing what I want to do.

1

2

3

4

5

17. I have a lot to lose because of having
diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

18. I worry about what will happen to me.

1

2

3

4

5

19. Relationships with my family and friends
have suffered.

1

2

3

4

5

20. There is nothing I need to do for my
diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

21. I have been harmed in some way by
having diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

22. I need to know more before I can do
anything about my diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

23. I don’t think much about my diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

24. This health condition has caused me to learn
more about myself.

1

2

3

4

5

25. I have been hurt by my diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

26. There is a lot I can do to overcome my
diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

27. I have to accept having diabetes.

1

2

3

4

5

28. Diabetes doesn’t affect my life.

1

2

3

4

5

© 1993, Theresa Kessler
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Subject Demographic Form
Age: __________

Sex:

Male ________
Female ______

Ethnicity:
White
African American
Asian
Marital status:
Single
Married
Divorced

_____
_____
_____

Hispanic
Native American
Other

_____
_____
_____

_____
_____
_____

Separated
Widowed
Significant other

_____
_____
_____

Education:
Less than high school
Graduated high school
Some college
College graduate
Masters degree
Doctorate
GED

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

How long have you had diabetes?
Less than 5 years:
Between 5 to 10 years:
More than 10 years:

_______
_______
_______

Co-morbidities:
Besides having diabetes, do you have any other medical problems?

Yes / No

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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STOP
Give this packet to the nurse you see today

Hemoglobin A1c (to be recorded on this form by your health care provider):

Most current level:

__________

Interval since last test:

__________

Days

__________

Weeks

__________

Months
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